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Fauber sworn in

County Clerk

20-year veteran of office to replace Coursey
By JOHN WRIGHT

A111010.1
20-)eal
Velefall of Ihe *alkoktry. Coum
was glsell the
Oat's
task iii leading that ollice past
one id
ioughei periods
Wethicialo.
It will he Faulkner who will
he in charge ol that office when
it reopens 14,1 business at )( this
morning. [narking the lust tone
ears dial
in more !hall I
willetrib: trifle! (hall Ray
Course) Jr has been at the
helm. Cour.ey. %hose term is
the longest in county history.
died Saturday at the age of 45
"This Is a tremendous honor,Faulkner said lust seconds alter
Calloway
County • JudgeExecutly e Larry Elkins officially swore her in during a Ceremony at the clerk's office.
plan on Woursey's spirit leading hen. Ile was just a great
boss and a great friend to me
and taught me a lot about life in
general."

—
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HAWKINS IL. AGUE Le,1j,, & Times
Pictured is the front of Murray State University's Regents
College, where a male victim reported to MSU Police that
someone pulled a gun on him Tuesday night, Police are still
investigating the matter and currently have no suspects.

MSU police investigating
report of gun pulled on
student at Regents College

flOr 1

By HAWKINS TEAGUE
Staff Writer
Murray State University Police are ins estigating a report that a
man pulled a gun on a student outside of Regents College
Tuesday night.
According to an email alert that was sent to the campuscommunity early Wednesday morning. four unknown black males
approached a student in front of Regents College at approximately 10 p.m. Tuesday. One of the suspects reportedly pointed a pistol at a student — whom MSU Captain Roy Dunaway said was a
male — before fleeing the area.
The suspects did not make any demands and no shots were
fired, the email said. No one was injured. The incident was not
reported to MSU Police for approximately 90 minutes after the
incident occurred.
One of the suspects was described as wearing a red baseball
cap. a red jacket and sunglasses. No further descriptions of the
suspects had been given as of Wednesday. but police were interviewing the victim again to try to get more information.
Dunaway said. Suspects were last seen running south through the
Regents parking lot toward the Cutchin soccer field.
"It's not common at all for a weapon to he pulled on our cam-

•See Page 3A

WEATHER
likely and possibly a thunderstorm. Mostly cloudy, with a
low around 50. Light south
southwest wind.
Friday: Showers likely.
__Cloudy. with a high near 60.
TOMORROW
TODAY
South southwest wind 6 to 9
mph becoming west in the
afternoon.
Friday Night: A chance of
50s
showers. Mostly cloudy. with a
low around 43. West wind 3 to
7 mph.
Saturday: Partly sunny. with
a high near 63. West southThe National Weather Service
west wind 3 to 7 mph.
Saturday Night: A slight
Thursday: Mostly cloudy chance of showers. Mostly
with a 50 percent chance of cloudy, with a low around 45.
showers and thunderstorms. A
Light and variable wind
high near 75. South southeast
becoming south southeast
wind 3 to 7 mph.
around 6 mph in the evening.
Thursday Night: Showers
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JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger 8. Times
Calloway County Judge-Executive. Larry Elkins (right) swears in Antonia Faulkner as new
Calloway County clerk Wednesday afternoon as a large crowd watches in the cledc's office.
Faulker was named clerk just days after Ray Coursey Jr., holder of that position for the longest
tenure in Calloway County history, died at the age of 45. Faulkner said the office will reopen
at 8 this morning.
•
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Murray FD celebrates 100 years Saturday
truck with an 85-foot ladder shonly tIter I
arrived so I didn't have to deal with that
older one very long. In fact, when I started
When former Murray Fire Chief Pat Scott training, it was on that 55-foot truck and
joined the Murray Fire Department in 1972, we'd park it on the court square.. send the
things were quite different from how they ladder up vertically and you'd climb all the
way to the top and then over it to get back
are now.
MFD's ladder truck only reached 55 feet to the bottom.
"I try to forget stuff like that. That's why
into the air and had an open cab. The firefighters also rode to eealls while standing on I like Tower 1 la platform ladder truck
MFD received several years ago o much.
the rear of pumper trucks.
Saturday he and many others at Murray- All you have to do is ride up in a bucket.
Calloway County Central Park will be able You don't have to climb."
Current Assistant Chief Matthew Tinsley
to see the next generation of pumper truck
for MFD,the new Engine Co. 1 that arrived said activities start at 1:30 p.m. Saturdas.
from the Pierce company about two weeks near the amphitheater of Central Park.
"We're excited about it," Tinsley said,
ago. It will be just one of the new things
displayed as MFD celebrates its centennial noting that several former chiefs, including
Scott, and other personnel are expected to
year of serving the community.
"lam sure there will be a lot of story
said
62,
attend.
now
"I was actually lucky.- Scott,
Wednesday. "We got a 1973 Pirsh ladder swapping going on. but it's going to be fun
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer

for people to hear how things have changed
and the advancements that have been made.
.1 also think our guys are very proud that
we have reached this•point in this department's history. You don't reach 100 years.
without the contributions of many people
and we'll be able to recognize that."
"The biggest thing to me is that I loved
my job." said Scott, who served 31 years
with MM.retiring as chief. "I truly' believe
God puts people where they need to be and
God did that with me I know"
Tinsley said a ceremony is scheduled for
just after 1:30 that will mark the debut of
the MFD color guard. Also during that time.
special 100-year flags will be displayed that
will eventually fly over both N1F13 stations
for the remainder of this year.

•See Page 3A

Dinh's quest for Guinness
record falls slightly short
By JOHN WRIGHT
Staff Writer
Murray martial arts instructor
Tung Dinh seemed to have
everything going well early
Wednesday morning in his
attempt to set a new world
record for pull-up in 24 hours.
He had just passed the 3,000
mark and seemed well on the
way to achieving the 4,1(X) goal
he had set, which would actually be 80 more than what was
needed to take a spot in the
Guinness Book of World
Records. However. it was at
about 5:30 a.m. that Dinh said
he knew this bid — one of
many world-record attempts
covering a variety of fitness
exercises he has made the past
several years — was going to
end unsuccessfully.
"When I had ran 100 miles in

24 hours (in 2000), that was
endurance. All I had to do was
run. When I did sit-ups (30,000
in 30 hours in 2005 and 35,425
in 35 hours in 2010), that was
endurance. This was the first
one I had tried that also
involved strength and I wasn't
ready for that." said the man
known affectionately to most in
Murray as "Master Dinh"
Wednesday afternoon as he
assessed his attempt. "I think I
got dehydrated. I started cramping up real badly. Eventually, it
got to the point that I couldn't
pull up anymore.
"I think, at the beginning, I
also was going too fast. Instead
of looking at this as a marathon,
I was looking at it as a sprint.
We were ahead of pace by 600

•See Page 3A

ATTEND
RELAY FOR LIFE
FRIDAY,
MAY 3, 2013
4

v
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4(FOR LIFE

JOHN WRIGHT/Ledger & Times

Tung Dinh of Murray successfully records a pull-up Tuesday
morning during his attempt to set a 24-hour Guinness World
Record at Quest Fitness in Murray as an audience that
included Murray State University Head Men's Basketball
Coach Steve Prohm (right in background) watched. Dinh's
bid for the record ended at about 4:30 a.m. Wednesday as he
had to retire after amassing more than 3,000.
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Dresser & Mirror
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Hillsdale Table & 4 Chairs
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Armoire
Retail $1799

Lane Pad-Over Chaise Rocker Recliner
• Sale $329
Retail *

Lane Hi-Leg Recliner
Retail $699 sale $329

Lane leather Essentials Swivel Reclining
Chair & Ottoman
Retail $ 1 499 sale $698 2K Set

Save Hundreds on All Closeout
2012 Mattress Sets Including
Queen TempuEuro Top Sets $398
KingEuro Top Sets $598
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Stand
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DevSource in Murray donated two Amazon Kindle
Life House on Wednesday one each for a male and female
winner of the Run for Life SK supporting Life HOUSEI on May
25 Pictured front row from left to right is DevSource CEO
Mike Hopkins and Business Development Manager Trent
Ballard Middle now from left to right is Lite House Director
Stephanie Kelly Barbara Freeman bookkeeper & reception
ist and Client Service Director Kill Hanes The back row how
left to right are Life House board members Greg Taylor Brian
Overbey and Board Chair Jackie Thurman
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Kelly said. "Vie want to prois
mote more awairelle••.
out 10th year. and there are so
many people who still don't
realize all we do. It's more than
tree IciL

tests.-

Pregnal
tests. the list of programs is endpeer counseling. assisless
tance with birth options (parenting or adoption). informatitm
about abortion procedures and
risks, a maternity clothes closet.
baby clothes/supplieskumiture,
post-abortion counseling. Bible
studies, parenting classes - and
Kelly said it is these programs
wh icIrwitlivenefitfrom runners
who participate ill the 5K.
Kelly said the clinic sees six
clients a day. Who get to visit
every other week - bringing visits to nearly 400 unique clients
per year.
Key sponsors for the event
include DevSource. which
donated two Amazon Kindle
Fires for the male and female
winners for the race. CFSB of
Murray. the Murray Bank. Dr.
Michael Lee Bobo and Dr.
James W. Pledger. II. and
Vanderbilt Chemicals. LL('.
Volunteers will he needed to
spread out along the 3.1-mile
route, holding signs and cheering racers. Any local youth
groups. college groups or other
people interested in volunteering are welcome to assist in the
operations. Kelly said.
For more information on
sponsoring, registering or volunteering. contact Kelly by
email at stephanie@lhouse.org.
by phone at 753-07(X) or visit
the race website at www.murrayrunforlife.org.
iree
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suspect 1.4)11w-thing I In tact.
we're starting a campaign. 'See
Something. Say Something.'
and that's going to he at die end
of every document we do. every
aalety bulletin we put out, it's
going to he at sUilliller

"It you see something. say
something. because you cell:tally couldn't call trs too much. and
our response time in an emergency situation is less than two
minutes. So imagine if the sictutu had called immediately ...
we woad rather have too much
information than not enough. I
strongly encourage any student
who saw anything suspicious at
10 o' clock iTuesday )night near
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roNvei. Niati Lould be mistaken
till the robber in a plIf%1111 by
Ps-slat. e
11111 : Police are AM)C.% liMA at mop %Ill) all ilia e•ligalion by the
Slut ,ay Police 1)eparmient into
two assaults that were reported
oll-campus on April ta and and
April IS. Each all those incidents inv()Red an unknown
assailant grabbing a female student by her hair and choking her
Iron] behind. Dunaway said
there is no evidence that those
as•'aults- are connected to
Tuesday 's incident in any way.
"There's absolutely zero es
&lice that the two are related.Dunaw ay said.
If you has e ally information
regarding any of these incidents.
contact MM.', Police at $09-

Kentucky

News in Brief
Young Somerset man hit, killed by train
SOMERSET. Ky.(AP) --- A young Somerset inan has been
struck and killed by a train.
According to the Commonwealth Journal. a Norklk Southern
dispatcher called emergency responders Tuesday night and said a
train crew reported striking a person walking on the tracks.
Police did not immediately release the victim's name, but identified him as a Somerset resident in his 20s.
LL-hannon Smith of the Somerset Police Department said the
victim was walking northbound on the tracks and .w'as struck by
the southbound train. Smith said it wasn't clear why the man didn't
see the oncoming train.
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By EDWARD MARLOWE
SW Writer
In early 2002, the 1.11c House
bt)ard Iacda dints:Ilk de l'sltin
'email' at their Chestnut ',fleet
10):411011 near Murray State ••
campus. or search for a acant
lot and start planning to build a
new. !mare remote location.
Now in spring of 2013. Life
House Executive Director
Stephanie Kelly said the program is celebrating :dittos' 10
years in their dow mown location at 602 Poplar St.. just
across from the Weak. Center.
The facility will also serve as
the starting and ending point for
the inaugural 'Run for Life 5K'
to be held on May 25. which
Kelly said will help with general funding for the pro-life program. as it receives no federal or
state monetary appropriations
and relies solely on community
support.
The entry fee is $20 for preregistration, which must he
completed before May 6. Walkup registration will occur on
May 25 from 7-7:45 a.m. at the
Life House Care Center for a
charge of $25.
The cost pays for a sponsor Tshirt and a goodie bag. and
Kelly said anyone not needing
the goodies or the shirt can pay
a $10 fee to participate.
The race will serve more than
just a financial need for the success of Life House - Kelly said
'the race will also serve as an
awareness to the programs
offered by the facility.
"We hope newcomers to the
organization will tour the facility and learn about the programs
offered to the community.-
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Mitchell itron, left to right) all tier110( recreation majors from
Murray State listen to children ask questions about the Old
Schoolhouse at Playhouse in the Park Families elitUyed a
rescheduled Turn of the Century on Tuesday night after ram
weSheCI the event away on Saturday Period costumes were
provided for the event by the MSU Theatre Department
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With the reopening happening
today. though. I aulknei said one
ot her III•I &file. was It) make
an appeal to the public
%ant to ask tor people
to take into consideration what
all has happened this week and
to he patient with us as we try to
catch up with everything as we
retUril today
she said. "A lot
ol people hasen't been able to
get business done during this
time amid we will do ea ems thing
we can to make up tor that and
we just ask that everyone be
understanding as V e try to get
back to work for the rest of the
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Kopperud Realty's
0/22.n (Watitil2
Sunday, May 5Th • 1 p.m.-3 p.m.

State home to more than 2M head of cattle

'86

•Dinh...
From Front
when I stopped."
Dinh had plenty of help for this
attempt. Several black-belt students
of his taekwondo classes stayed
throughout the night to execute
pull-ups alongside their instructor.
Several people from throughout the
community also visited Dinh's
Quest Fitness facility to offer
encouragement throughout the
attempt. including Murray State
Head Men's Basketball Coach
Steve Prohm.
They had come to see Dinh do
what he had done on successfully
on three previous occasions, watch
a Murray resident take a spot in the

record book.
"You know, there will be a next
time." said Bridgett Keller of
Quest, who stayed with Dinh the
entire time he made his attempt.
Starting at 10 a.m. Tuesday. "We
still had classes going on around
this and that made it fun for those
students I think.
"In the end. though. it was just his
body. He had given all he could and
he was pushing so hard."
Keller said Dinh was on a pace
where he had to execute four correctly-performed pull-ups (executed with an overhanded grip on the
bar, not underhanded as with chinups) per minute. Dinh's pattern was
to perform three pull ups then wait
30 seconds for the next three.

FRANKFORT. Ky.(AP) - Kentucky is home to 2 million head
of cattle, grazing on pastures across the state and generating more
than $600 million a year in income for farmers at last count.
Gov. Steve Beshear is bragging about those numbers, calling on
Kentuckians to salute the state's beef farmers.
Thousands of Kentuckians — including feed manufacturers.
equipment dealers and food marketers — earn their livings by
helping to bring beef from the pasture to the plate.
Kentucky has long been one of the largest beef producers east of
the Mississippi River. Beshear said beef is among the top five
agricultural commodities produced in Kentucky.
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-Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake'
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FROG LEGS & SOFTSHELL GRAB NOW AVAILABLE
TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY & THURSDAY.

Serving Breakfast, Lunch & Dinner

Customer Appreciation Days
May 3rd & 4th
-FRIDAV-",A11-6 PM SfATURDA1-9'.%11-5 PM'
SAM: FRID11 SPI(MS I'll 5:
FreeS'amtiles.
Fir.; Refreshinents 9.10:31) am
[mull Spetials I lain -1 pm • Door Prin..%
104)• Off Store u
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Open 8 a.m.-8 p.m. Tuesday through Sunday
Closed

Still Owned & Operated by the Williams Family

270-436-496
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Mondays

Locateo Approx 15 miles South of Murray off HWY 121
www cypreliseprIngStetiOrt.com
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Located behind Kubota Tractor off Hwy. 45 between Mayfield & Paducah
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Eleanor Ono WM Medd
Funeral set v ices for Eleanor- Ours (Latin I huguid. him' iii Murray.
Ky on Jan. I O. 1414, will he held 011 I.riday. May _4. at II J.III. at
the tuneral home, 441111 Sts e Kroehler of First Methodist Church in
Murray oil Whiling. Burial w uI follow in the Mumsy. city Cemetery.
Visitation w ill he at .1.11. Churchill Funeral Home
Ins Thursday.. May 2. from 4-8 poi.
Diuguid died on April 28, 2013. in
Nash% ilk. Tenn. She was the daughter of George
y Gatlin and Foula Jones Gatlin. She married
Li. James Edward Diuguid on Sept. 26. 1945. at
Swanstadt. the home of her aunt. Gray Gatlin
Swann.
She was preceded in death by her husband in
1978 and son. James Scott Diuguid. in 1972.
Mrs. Diuguicfs early years were spent in
Diuguid
Washington. D.C. and Corvallis. Ore., but she
!calmed to Murray for high school. She attended Stephens College
in Columbia. Mo.. and graduated from Murray State College. where
she was active in Campus Lights and other musical productions.
After several years in Memphis and East Tennessee, where Mr.
Diuguid was with the TVA, they returned to Murray. Mrs. Diuguid
worked part-time in the Agriculture Department at Murray State
University. as well as at the First Methodist Church. where she was
a member. She was active in the Tucker Frost Circle until moving in
2008 to be near her daughters.
Survivors are Jeanie Gray Diuguid McKee. and husband. Dr.
David McKee,of Nashville. and Nancy Ellen Diuguid Stanford. and
husband, George Richard Stanford. Jr., of Murfreesboro, Tenn.
Grandchildren are Matthew catlin McKee: Amanda Gray McKee
Bennett and husband. Scott: Katherine Scott McKee Hutcheson and
husband, Cory: Amy Virginia Stanford Sias and husband. Chris;
Laura Diuguid Stanford McDade and husband. Brent: George
Richard (Tripp) Stanford Ill, and James Scott Stanford. Greatgrandchildren are Samuel James Bennett, Levi Gatlin Bennett. John
Graham Thomas Hutcheson. Charlotte Scott Hutcheson, Gunner
Richard Sias, and Wesley Gatlin McDade.
Memorial contributions may be made to: First United Methodist
Church. 503 Maple St.. Murray. Ky. 42071: McKendree Village
Foundation, 4347 Lebanon Road, Hermitage, Tenn. 37076; or Alive
Hospice. 1718 Patterson St.. Nashville. Tenn. 37203.
Online condolences may be made at www.thejhchurchillfuneralhome.com. Arrangements are being handled by J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.
This is a paid 4ituary.
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Janos Botthin
Funeral 8(15 44(8 for James Brown. SI. of May field. It 44111154
Al i'itdiry. May 4. 2(114, Al II •In at the Wet WWI I wort.11 Home
with David Lee 004414101% Burial will billow at the Harneti
Cemetery Visitation will he held from S-K p its twi Ifiutialay 41.0
2. 411 the Imes-Millet Funeral Home
Mt Brittain died Monday. April 29. 2014.. at the ia ks.rn l'uishase
Medical Centro
Ile was horn in Nash4 ilk on Aug. 26. 1962
Mr Brimun is preceded in death by his Whet. Harold Brillion
lie is sun ived by his 844k. Wraith' Dunbar Britian'. of Mayfield.
three daughters, Misr Brawn. of Motgantield. Chelsea Dunbar and
Haley Duntuu-. both of Mayfield. three sons, Nicholas Britian) and
wile. Brittany. of Henderson. Ryan Brittain, of Morgaiitield. and
Cody Bnitain. of Chicago. Ill.: his mother. Wilma Liska, ot Murray.
two brothers. Ray 81111:1111, of Almo. and Tommy Britian' and wile.
Diane. of Mayfield, two sisters. Carol Wilson. of Mayfield. and Tina
Andrews and husband. Al. of Rockford. III.: and five grandchildren.
Kayden Manuel. Jaylei, Iityce and Colton Britian) and Hain,en
Chamberlain.
Online condolences may he made at www.imesrniller.com
Arrangements are being handled by- Imes-Miller Funeral Home.

Rodney Yoak
Rodney Yoak. SM. of Murray. Ky., died Tuesday. April 30. 2013. at
his home.
Arrangements are incomplete at the J.H. Churchill Funeral Home.

Michael Brent Moore
Michael Brent Moore, 50, of Highlands Ranch, Colo.. previously
of Murray. died April 24. 2013.
He was born in Louisville on March 2, 1963.
Dr. Moore was a member of the United Methodist Church in
Highlands Ranch. He was a graduate of Warren Central High
Schbol, Vanderbilt University and the Vanderbilt School of
Medicine. He was employed as a specialist in medical informatics.
He is survived by his parents, Ronnie C. Moore and Betty. J.
Moore, of Bowling Green:. wife. Gina; and four children, Madeline.
Zachary. Jack and Sarah.
Funeral arrangements are incomplete but will be in Highlands
Ranch.
The number oftimes published or the length ofone or more of the
preceding obituaries exceeds the maximum set by the Ledger and
Times policy A fee has been paidfor additional publishing or space.

5-year-old shoots 2-year-old sister in Ky.
By DYLAN LOVAN
& TRAVIS LOLLER
Associated Press
BURKESVILLE, Ky.(AP)In southern Kentucky, where
children get their first guns even
before they start first grade,
Stephanie Sparks paid little
attention as her 5-year-old son,
Kristian, played with the rifle he
was given last year. Then, as she
stepped onto the front porch
while cleaning the kitchen, "she
heard the gun go off," a coroner
said.
In a horrific accident Tuesday
that shocked a rural area far
removed from the national
debate over gun control, the boy
had killed his 2-year-old sister,
Caroline, with a single shot to
the chest.
"Down in Kentucky where
we're from, you know, guns are
passed down from generation to
generation,"
Cumberland
County Coroner Gary White

said. "You start at a young age
with guns for hunting and
everything."
What is more unusual than a
child having a gun, he said, is
"that 0 kid would get shot with
it."
In this case, the rifle was made
by a company that sells guns
specifically for children-"My
first rifle" is the slogan - in
colors ranging from plain brown
to hot pink to orange to royal
blue to multi-color swirls.
Kristian's rifle was kept in a
corner of the mobile home, and
the family didn't realize a bullet
had been left in it.
"It's a normal way of life, and
it's not just rural Kentucky, it's
rural America - hunting and
shooting and sport fishing. It
starts at an early age," said
Cumberland County Judge
Executive John Phelps. "There's
probably not a household in this
county that doesn't have a gun."

"STOCK MARKET REPORT
Investments Since 1854
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Air Products
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438.47 - 4.23
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FDA lowers age for buyers
of Plan B One-Stop pill to 15
By UNMAN INBENNWIAO
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Manufacturer "Lek A Wixom's
Health. which had applied for
the compromise path. said it
planned to make the sw itch in a
few months
The question is whethei
Tuesday's action +cures the larger court fight. Earlier this
month, U.S. District Judge
Edward Korman of New York
blasted the Obama administration for imposing the age-17
limit. saying it had let electionyear politics trump science and
were making it hard for women
of any age to obtain emergency
contraception in time for it to
work.
The FDA said Tuesday's decision was independent of the
court case and wasn't intended
to address it. The Justice
Department remained mum on
whether it planned to appeal
Korman's ruling by Monday's
deadline, and the White House
had no immediate comment.
The women's group that sued
over the age limits said
Tuesday's action is not enough.
and it will continue the court
fight if necessary.
Lowering the age limit "may
reduce delays for some young
women but it does nothing to
address the significant barriers
that far too many women of all
ages will still find if they arrive
at the drugstore without identification," said Nancy Northup.
president of the Center for
Reproductive Rights.
The FDA said the Plan B OneStep will be packaged with a
product code that prompts the
cashier to verify a customer's
age. Anyone who can't provide
such proof as a driver's license,
birth certificate or passport
wouldn't be allowed to corn-
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Opposed

Half the nation's pregnancies
every- year are unintended, arid
doctors groups say more access
to morning-alter pills could cut
those numbers. The pills contain higher doses of regular contraceptives and, if taken within
72 hours of unprotected sex. can
cut the chances of pregnancy by
up to 89 percent. But they work
hest if taken in the first 24
hours.
The FDA had been poised to
lift all age limits and let Plan B
be sold over the counter in late
2011. but Health and Human
Services Secretary Kathleen
Sebelius, in an unprecedented
move, overruled her own scientists. Sebelius said some girls as
young as 11 are physically
capable of bearing children but
shouldn't be able to buy the
pregnancy-preventing pill on
their own.
President Barack Obama supported Sebelius' move and a
spokesman said the president's
position hadn't changed.
The Justice Department could
appeal Korman's ruling and
seek a stay. If granted, the
appeals process would move
through the courts, while Plan B
is sold over the counter whenever Teva has the product repackaged to meet the FDA's requirements.

- with Justin Holland
Flurries were observed on April
2. Fog was reported on April
29. The highest wind gust
reported was 32 mph on April18.
Precipitation of 8.46 inches
was listed for the month. This
was .15" April 4, 3.12" April II.
.13" April 17, 1.63" April 18.
1.01" April 24, .70" April 26
and 1.72" April 27. The normal
precipitation for April is 4.76
inches.
The weather outlook for May
calls for below normal temperatures and near normal precipitation.
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Watching the Weather
3.12 inches of rain recorded
on April 11.
sr..
Justin Holland, official government weather observer for
Murray. reported that the high
temperature for the month was
86 degrees on April 17. The low
temperature for the month was
34 degrees on April 25. Average
temperatures for the month were
a high of 68 degrees which was
one degree below normal and a
low of 47 degrees which was
normal.
Thunder was reported on April
10, II, 17, 18, 24 and 27.
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Dexter-Almo Heights board to meet
I he Board of the Iktiter•Alnus I leights V. III III Plil 11141111111!. RICCI
sug I Iluisday. May 2. 21113. at 7 p iii 1 he meeting still he held at
hit V. ale1 °flue, los.atrd at 4S 1 Almo kisad

Benefits assistance for veterans offered
and aaaltolialk:C 111 111111g
and lederal benefits tin I hursday. May 2. at the
Paducah VA Clinic. located at 21120 Perkins Creek Road To sched
ule an appointment L41112711)4444465 or visit the clinic
‘4:14:1 all% 11140 10.11 t* 111:e 4.41411111411111;

•1:0111% hit %Ijle

Farewell reception to be held
A farewell 11:Lc:piton I., todd Powell. Calloway County
Extension Agent for Agriculture, will he held Friday. May 3. from
11 MI a m to 2.30 p m at the Calloway County Extension Office
Powell has served in his position for eight years and will be pursu
ing a 111t55 career with Surma) Energy Inc. The public is ins tied to
attend the reception

Mr.and Mrs.Johnny L. Keeling in 1948

Murray Eastern Star to hold fundraiser "
Murray Eastern Star #43.1 will be having a rummage sale
fundraiser Saturday. May 4. 2013. at the Masonic Lodge on Hwy.
121 N. from 7 a.m. to 2 p.m.

NIWC Garden Dept. to attend Iris Festival
The Garden Department of the Murray Woman's Club will be
attending the Iris Festival in Dresden. Tenn. for their May meeting.
Because the festival is held on Frilay. the May meeting will be
Friday. May 3. 2013. Club members will meet at the clubhouse at
10:31) a.m. and carpool to the festival.

Pray Murray to host 24 hours of prayer
May 3-4. Pray Murray will gather at Harvest Land City Gate to
host 24 hours of Prayer and Praise from 6 p.m. on Friday until 6
p.m. on Saturday. To lead praise or prayer. call Pastor Michael
Richardson at(270) 293-5687.

Blood drive to be held
The American Red Cross will hold a blood drive at the Murray
State University Curris Center on Thursday. May 2. and Friday.
May 3. from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. All blood types are needed. A blood
donor card or driver's license or two other forms of identification
are required at check-in. Donors must be in general good health,
weigh at least 110 pounds and be at least 17 years old(16 with completed Parental Consent Form). Call 1-800-RED CROSS (1-800733-2767) or visit redcrossblood.org for more information.

Bully Free video presentations offered
As part of the Bully Free Community Education Campaign, the
Murray Human Rights Commission is sponsoring video presenta
tions of Dr. Allan Beane's Bully Free Program. Part I: The
Definition and Nature of Bullying, and Part 2: Why Bullying Must
Be Prevented and Stopped. These presentations will be offered as a
public service by Murray Electric System (channel 15) and Time
Warner Cable (channel 20). Airings will be Friday. May 3. through
Sunday. May 19.
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The Purchase Chapter of Kentucky Retirees will meet at 10:30
a.m. Thursday. May 2. at Pizza Inn, 1001 Joe Clifton Dr., Paducah,
for a combined luncheon and business meeting. All retirees of the
Kentucky Retirement System are invited to attend. For more information call 898-7289 or 527-9531.

5K Fun Run to be held
The Murray High School Cross Country Team will hold a 5K Fun
Run Sunday. May 5. at 2 p.m. starting from the high school at 501
Preregistration can be completed at
Doran Road.
http://www.active.com/running/murray-ky/murray-high-5k-runrun-2013. For more information contact Jeff Sparks at
jsparks@automateddirectmail.com.

Knit-wits will meet
The Knit-wits knitting group will meet Friday at 1 p.m. in the
Community Room of the Calloway County Public Library. Knitters
of all levels are welcome. For more information call Dot at 7534803.

Reformers' Unanimous to meet
Reformers' Unanimous, a faith-based addictions program, meets
every Friday from 7-9 p.m. at Eastwood Baptist Church. The public
is invited. Child care is provided. For more information or a ride,
call the church office at 753-1834.

Group to meet
Celebrate Recovery meets
every Friday at Edgewood
Baptist Church. At 5:40 p.m. a
meal is served. at 6:40 p.m. is
large group and at 7:40 p.m. are
small groups. For more information call (270) 886-4461.

_
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Mr. and Mrs.Johnny L. Keeling in 2013

Methodist parsonage in Benton. %lib the
Rev Harry Eugene Williams officiating.
Their attendants were Robert Rowland and
Dorothy ‘'inson.
Mrs Keeling is the daughter of the late
Hervy and Attie Henson Jones. Mr. Keeling
is the son of the late Arval and Ilona Fowler
Keeling. He is retired from Air Products in

Calvert City.
They are the parents ol lour children:
Margaret Ann Keeling I deiXased Sliartm
Gossum. of Benton. Kathy Adams. of
Dexter. and Johnny Keith Keeling. of Alm.
They have seven grandchildren and five
great-grandchildren.

Laker Beginnings program to be held May.7
Special to the Ledger
Laker Beginnings is a free kinderganen
transition program designed to help children
and parents prepare for the changes that
occur when entering kindergarten.
The Calloway County Family Resource
Center and Elementary Schools are hosting
Laker Beginnings for incoming kindergarteners and their families. Those with

children who are four years old who will be
starting kindergarten in 2014 are also invited.
This will be different from a Back to
School Night because families will be learning about school readiness skills.
Laker Beginnings will he hosted at
Southwest Calloway Elementary School
Tuesday. May 7. at 5:30 p.m.: North

Calloway. Elementary School Thursday.
May 9. at 5:00 p.m.. and East Calloway
Elementary School Monday. May 13. at
5:30 p.m.
A light dinner will he served. It is important 114 families to he on time to get all the
information available.
For details, contact the Calloway County
Family Resource Center at 762-7333.

CFSB hosts free movie at Cheri Theatres
Special to the Ledger
CFSB will host a free Movie Payout at
Cheri Theatres Friday, May 3. 2013. far the
premiere of Iron Man 3.The first 150 guests
will receive free admission to the 7 p.m.

showing and free concessions. Doors open
at 5:30 p.m. The event will be held in celebration of the recent launch of Kasasa4
products at CFSB.
Kasasa is the first and only collection of
hank accounts that rewards account holders

Paducah combined contributed
Special to the Ledger
WKMS listeners and under- 52 percent of the total.
of
Cadiz.
writers from western Kentucky. Residents
northwest Tennessee, and south- Hopkinsville and Madisonville.
ernmost Illinois raised $131,177 in that order, served as the next
in community support this largest contributing cities. The
spring to maintain Murray station gained 115 new members this spring. Over 1(X) volState's NPR Station.
Community support provides unteers helped by taking
the funding foundation for pledges from listeners by phone
WKMS's station operations. or by joining WKMS staff onequipment maintenance and air, and many local restaurants
replacement, and student intern supplied food for the staff and
wages. Additionally,community s•olunteers in March.
WKMS has an estimated
support helps WKMS qualify
for grants from the Corporation weekly audience of 20.000 lisfor Public Broadcasting and for teners in western Kentucky.
southernmost Illinois and northsupport from Murray State.
A total of 1.147 pledges came western Tennessee. The stafrom listeners in 16 states. tion's public media services
Listeners in Murray and include 91.3 WKMS-FM,

United A111
Way 77

Please support
the United Way
of
Murray-Calloway
County

A GREAT DAY IN MAY

by offering them automatic savings and
allowing them to earn high rates..
For more information about Kasasa. or to
speak with a representative at CFSB, contact Jeremy Rose at (270) 527-6003.

Murray; WKMS HD-1 and AllMusic HD-2; 90.9 WKMD and
WKMD HD-I and HD-2.
Madisonville; 89.5 WKMT.
Fulton; 99.5 Paris, Tenn.. and
All-Music 92.5 Paducah and
105.1 Madisonville. The station

888.979.2264

also offers WKMS HD-1 and
HD-2 at wkrnsOrg. where regular weekly schedules of programs are available. Listeners
with questions can call 1-800599-4737 during regular business hours.

w•vr•byelli-IIR•c

111n2Hills
ur er •
it Gifts
HWY.641 N.• MURRAY
(270) 753-1725
www.rollingh.com

Hazel Church of Christ
Hazel, Kentucky

HAPPY HOUR

MAY 5,2013

15% OFF STOREWIDE

WATCH needs cans
WATCH Center at 702 Main
St.. Murray, needs aluminum
cans for an on-going fundraising project. Peggy Williams,
director, said. "These may be
taken to the center during regular hour's or persons may drive
through the driveway CM the
west side of the center and place
them in the cotton wagon there
anytime day or night."

Mr. and Mrs. Johnny 1. Keeling. of
Benton, will celebrate their 65th wedding
anniversary with a reception Sunday. May
19, 2013, from 2-3:30 p.m. All friends and
relatives are invited to attend. The couple
requests no gifts.
Mr. Keeling and the former Wanda Jones
were married on May' 29. 1948. at the

WKMS fundraiser exceeds spring goal

Kentucky retirees to meet
Holland

1. 2613• SA
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SUNDAY SERVICES
Bible Study 9:00 a.m. - "Jesus Is The Way!"
Worship 9:50 a.m. -"You Can Change!"
Afternoon:
1:00 p.m.- "Don't You Want To Go To Heaven?"

Friday 4-7Pm

W. Tom Hall
Mt Pleasant Church of Christ
Bowling Green. KY

Potluck Lunch Following Morning Worship • Everyone Cordially Invited
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JAZZ IN THE PARK: Pictured, above left, are Murray Middle School Jazz Band members Tyler Robinson, left, and Abongo
Adongo right accepting a donation for this year's Jazz in the Park from John Williams of Peele and Holland Insurance Above
right, MMS Jazz Band members Robinson, Ryan Weiner and Adongo accept a donation for Jazz in the Park from Adam and
Lisa Carver of Sirloin Stockade Jazz in the Park will be held Saturday May 11 at the Rotary Club Amphitheatre in Murray
Calloway County Central Park Performances will begin at noon and will culminate with a performance by this year's headliners, The Nashville Jazz Orchestra

Garcia and Scott to play Maple Center May 16
• public radio station in Oxford.
Special to the Ledger
Nasli‘ille-hased Ohio. Oahu Garcia is a former
Thy
rock/Americana duo Garcia and Miss South Carolina. becoming
Scott will per141110 from 7-9 p.m. the first Hispanic to don the covThursday. May lb. The event is eted crown. She also toured the
world for nearly eight years with
tree and open to everyone.
The married musical couple Julio Iglesias. singing the duet
is also performing at Paducah's "All of You" with him nightly.
"We are Indic from the
Lowertown Arts and Music
Festival on Saturday. May IS. ground up and are currently performing at festivals, theaters and
One half of the duo. Gary Scott.
concert series in eight states and
is a graduate of Murray State
are getting radio airplay in four
University and a former news
states so far," Scott said.
director at the university's pubThe two of them met years
lic_ radio station. WKMS. He ago at the Lowertown festival
later worked at %NUB. the

With so many choices
it's easy to make
Mother's Day Special
at...

w hen Scott was acting as the --Scott's-'-percussive guitar style
MC and their bands were play - and Garcia's percussion. fill the
Mg hack-tot-hack. Since 2007. bill and the room. With the
they se performed non-stop at release of their second album.
clubs, theaters and festivals all "Down In Jimmy's Basement."
over the south and Midwest they plan to mix it up a bit by
without a backup band, forcing sometimes working with a full
them to develop a sound that's band.
Find out more about them at:
all their own. Strong lead and
harmony vocals, topped off with w ww sgarciaandscott.com
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Tuesday's Perspective exhibiting artists include front from
left, Annette Salon, Sue Gregan Pictured in back are
Frances Wells, Vicki Orbeck and Marie Dolchan

Murray Art Guild
hosts new exhibit
Special to the Ledger
The Murray Art Guild
announces the opening of
Tuesday's Perspective, an exhibition of recent paintings and
drawings by five guild members. Though the artists have
often worked side by side in the
guild's community studio, their
work is varied in both materials
and style.
The work 'exhibited includes
still-lifes.
highly
detailed
Impressionistic landscapes and
stylized drawings of architectural images. The works span a
range of approaches and materials but share a keen sense of
observation and a sensitivity to
subject matter.
The exhibition opens on May
3 and runs through May 24, with

a public reception for the artists
on Friday. May 10. from 5-7
p.m.
The Murray Art Guild is a
non-profit Cisual arts organization serving the MurrayCalloway County area. Located
at 5(X) N. Fourth St. with office
hours of Tuesday' through
Friday from 10 a.m. to 3 p.m..
the Guild offers an exhibition
gallery, an art market and studios. The Kentucky Arts
Council. the state arts agency.
supports the4Murray Art Guild
with state dollars and federal
funding from the National
Endowment for the Arts. For
more information on MAG
events and programs visit
www.mun-ayartguild.ork..

Photo provided

Murray State University graduate Gary Scott and his wife,
Dalia Garcia, make up the musical duo Garcia and Scott.

Now available!

STocKaDE®

Purchase a $25 Gift Card

Awakening
A Joey Dearing Mystery

by Patsy Shepherd
• loey Dearing, returning home after a
divorce, her career floundering, picks up
the pieces as a reporterfor her smalltown newspaper.She's thrust into the
thick of local happenings,including the
` .:', -, sop,,js, search tor both a missing boy and a
child molester who is terrorizing local
' residents. Along the way,she discovers she has psychic
abilities that are both fascinating and disturbing.She struggles to
understand and accept these newly acquired abilities, and at the
same time fears that her blossoming relationship with a local
police officer may be destroyed by her strange visions. She learns
much from her association with a "good witch." But will she learn
enough? And in time to save her from a horrendous fate?

_tad

receive a FREE $5 Bonus Card!
$5 Bonus Card Limited to First 100 Customers

Bel-Air Center • Murray • 753-0440

Available online at Amazon.com for $2.99; coming soon in paperback
for $4.99. Patsy Shepherd resides in Murray, KY, where she is working
on the next Joey Dearing book Contact her at dream521@gmaiLcom
and check out her Nog at www.patsyinworiderland.blogspot.com

Melissa Heath and Brenda
Special to the Ledger
PADUCAH, Ky. - At 3 p.m. Hollis performing Brahms'
Sunday. the West Kentucky -Hungarian Dance no. 1 and 2
Technical for One Piano, Four Hands."
Community
&
College Community Chorus and Logan Blackman, a
Pops Concert takes a new twist WKCTC Middle College stuthis spring. The concert, direct- dent, performing the Sainted by Norman Wurgler, will Saens "Bassoon Concerto, Op.
take place in the WKCTC 168"
Chorus
repertoire
The
Clemens Fine Arts Center.
-Forsaking the traditional ris- includes selections from three
ers one would expect for a musicals: "My Fair Lady"
choral concert, the performance (Lerner & Loewe, 1956),"West
will employ stage platforms and Side Story" (Bernstein &
chairs giving the impression of a Sondheim, 1957) and "The
'musical still life' until populat- Phantom of the Opera"(Andrew
ed by the singers." Wurgler said. Lloyd Webber, 1988). Add in
This stage-scape negates the some old time spirituals,and the
need to leave the stage between Pops Concert is ready to go.
The concert is free and open to
sections and allows the singers
to remain on stage during the the public. For more informaperformances of the guest artists tion visit www.artsinfocus.org
This year's artists include or call (270) 534-3212.
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EASTWOOD CHRISTIAN
ACADEMY IS NOW
ENROLLING FOR
FALL 2013
SMALL CLASSROOMS. ACCELERATED CURRICULUM. FAMILY VALUES.

CHRISTIAN FRIENDSHIPS. STRONG ACADEMICS. PATRIOTISM.

ctARISTIA

ENGLISH LITER I Hid

www.ecamurray.org

EAST WOOD
CHRISTIAN ACADEMY
ESL 1978

2191 State Route 94 East I Murray, Kentucky 42071 I 270.753.7744
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COLLEGE BASEBALL: Ml WRAY S FATE. 6, ARKANSAS-PINE BLUFF 3

Ilreds defeat Arkansawfine Bluff in game 2,6-3
.()1(IMIN.s I lits I %I %KU I%
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\ Ii 1414
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MSU Sportn Information
I Ise pdsliiits duo of Alex
tondo') and Sheldon Harslet
hunted Arkarisas-Pme Mull to
lust eight hits at MUff.s: Slate
defeated the (ifildril Ulna%
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Orb
named
favorite
at 7-2
BETH HARRIS
AP Racing Writer
LOUISVILLE. Ky. tAP) Trainer Doug O'Neill had a
pretty darned good day on two
courses.
First he birdied the eighth
hole during a Wednesday afternoon golf outing at Valhalla and
then he aced the Kentucky
Derby draw when Goldencents
landed in the No. 8 post and
was made the 5-1 third choice
for Saturday's race.
"It should be perfect for
him," said O'Neill, who saddled
last year's winner, I'll Have
Another.
"Perfect" was not the way
last year's Triple Crown series
ended for O'Neill and his colt.
He came under intense scrutiny
after another one of his horses
failed a drug test and I'll Have
Another was retired with a leg
injury the day before the
Belmont Stakes.
As for the birdie - he highlight of an otherwise forgettable
round - he said, "That was like
winning the Derby on the golf
course. It was a par-3 and I just
knocked it right in the middle."
Orb was made the slight 7-2
undefeated
favorite
over
Verrazano, one of a recordtying five horses for trainer
Todd Pletcher.
Shug
by
Trained
McGaughey, Orb drew the No.
16 post in a full field of 20
horses. Four horses have won
from there, most recently
Animal Kingdom two years
ago. McGaughey is in racing's
Hall of Fame, but the 62-yearold trainer has yet to win the
Derby in six previous tries.
In See DERBY,8A
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COLLEGE SOFTBALL

Comebacks spoiled
THE RACERS
LAM R.ALLIES
ENOI.
TO FARN VI INS
ON ER MI.\HMIS
MSU Sports Information
the Murray State softball
team found itself down 5-1 in
the final inning of both games
of Wednesday's doubleheader
with Memphis at Central Park
in Murray.
In both games. the Racers
rallied in the final half-inning
only to fall just short and lose
each contest by a 5-4 margin.
In game one, the Tigers (2435)jumped out to an early 1-0
lead when Lelani Bernardino
scored on -a passed ball in the
top of the first.
The Racers(21-25), however, went on to tie the game in
the next inning on a solo home
run from Casey Castile, her
eighth of the season.
In the third, Memphis
surged to 4-1 lead when they
were able to capitalize on a pair
of throwing errors by the
Racers and an RBI single from
Bernardino.
The Tigers would tack on
the would-be game-winner in
the sixth when Laura Curtis
sent one sailing over the wall in
left field.
With her team's back to the
wall, Christian Cox got the bottom of the seventh started right
when she singled through the
right side.
Cox came home in the next
at bat when Erica Howard
made it 5-3 by hitting the first

RICKY MARTIN Ledger & Times
Murray State's Mo Ramsey slides safely into third base during the second game of Wednesday's double-header
against Memphis while Racer head coach Kara Admunson (far right) states her case for Ramsey. Memphis'swept the
Racers despite two three run ninth inning comeback attempts.
home run of her collegiate
career.
Two batters later Alexa
Becker made it a one-run game
when she went yard for the
12th time this season.
That would be as close as
the Racers would get. as
Memphis reliever Jordan
Richwood struck out. the next

batter to clinch the win for her
team.
The Racers outhit Memphis
8-5 in the game, with eight of
the nine MSU starters recording hits in the contest.
Benardino led the Tigers in
the opener by going a perfect
3-for-3 with two runs and a
RBI.

Ellen Roberts pitched six
full innings to earn the win for
Memphis by allowing two runs
on six hits with two strikeouts
and no walks.
Shelby Kosmecki (8-17)
took the loss for Murray State,
as she allowed two earned runs
on four hits with a strikeout
and two walks over three

innings.
J.J. Francis closed out the
game for the Racers and struck
out three while allowing just
one run on two hits over four
innings of work.
In game two, the Racers
were first on the board in the
18 See SOFTBALL 8A

MLB: CARDINALS 4, REDS 2

Lynn improves to 5-0
CARDINALS MOVE PAST REDS IN
GAME THREE, BELTRAN STAYS HUI'

ERATURE

Ri
BILLI BOYCE / AP Photo
St. Louis Cardinals starting pitcher Lance Lynn throws
against the Cincinnati Reds In the first inning in a baseball game Wednesday at Busch Stadium. Lynn became
NL's first five game winner Wednesday.

STEVE OVERBAY
Associated Press
ST. LOUIS (AP) - Fast
starts are becoming routine for
Lance Lynn and the St. Louis
Cardinals.
Lynn won his 10th straight
decision, allowing one run and
five hits in seven innings
Wednesday to lead the Cardinals
over the Cincinnati Reds 4-2.
Lynn (5-0)struck out five and
walked two, improving to 10-0
in 10 starts and one relief appearance since losing to Milwaukee
on Sept. 7. He became the NL's
first five-game winner.
"It's early — but it's fun so
far," Lynn said.
He was 6-0 with a 1.48 ERA
through May 7 last season, then
went 12-7 with a 4.46 ERA the
rest of the way.
Leading the NL Central at the
start of May for the sixth straight
year, St. Louis has won six of its
last nine.
"To be:able to pitch like this

and win games, it feels good,"
Lynn said. "I just go out there,
concentrate and keep trying to
improve every day."
Lynn retired the leadoff hitter
six times. He also slapped a
fifth-inning single to break out of
an 0for 52 slump. In addition, he
set down a perfect bunt in the
sixth inning.
"That bunt, that's what I'm
most happy about," he said.
St. Louis manager Mike
Matheny applauAed Lynn's,
"bulldog tenacity.'"
"He just goes out there and
does his job," he said. "The starting pitching has been a constant
for us and he's helped lead the
way. You can't ask the starters to
do more than they've done."
Lynn retired the first four and
last five hitters he faced.
"We had opportunities, but he
pitched out of it," Cincinnati's
Todd Frazier said. "We're scuffling a little bit, but you've got to
give him credit."

Trevor Rosenthal pitched a
hitless eighth, and Edward
Mujica finished the six-hitter for
his sixth save in six chances.
Carlos Beltran hit his teamhigh seventh homer for the
Cardinals and Matt Carpenter
had three hits, including a goahead single in the sixth.
Homer Bailey (1-3) gave up
four runs and nine hits in 5 1-3
innings. He is 3-9 against St.
Louis, including 0-5 with a 6.90
ERA at Busch Stadium.
Brandon Phillips drove in
both Reds' runs, hitting a solo
homer in the ninth.
Beltran's fourth-inning homer
was his third in the six-game
homestand.
"I'm not really trying to hit
homers," Beltran said. "It's one
of those streaks as a hitter where
every ball you hit is in the air and
has a chance of being a homer."
Phillips tied the game with an
RBI double in the sixth.
Allen Craig walked with one
out in the bottom half, Yadier
Molina singled him to second,
and Carpenter's broken-bat single drove in the go-ahead run,
Pete Kozma and Daniel

Descalso chased Bailey with
consecutive run-scoring singles.
"In that sixth inning I don't
think they hit any ball solid,"
Bailey said. "Right now, things
are just not going our way."
NOTES: Beltran threw out
Bailey at second in the fifth
inning when the pitcher tried to
stretch a single to right. ... Lynn
struck out Shin soo-Choo three
times. ... The Reds have won
three of their last 29 series in St.
Louis. ... Carpenter had two doubles in a game for the third time
this season. ... Cincinnati is off
Thursday after playing 20 days
in a row, and starts a three-game
series at Chicago on Friday.
Mike Leake (1- I,4.34) will face
the Cubs'Carlos Villanueva(1- I.
2.29) in the opener. St. Louis
will play four games at
Milwaukee starting Thursday,
when Jake Westbrook (1-1,0.98)
and Wily Peralta (2-1, 5.02)
start. ... The Cardinals' sevengame errorless streak ended
when Descalso allowed Jay
Bruce's ninth-inning grounder to
bounce under his glove.
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•Softball...
inning when Castile
scored Mo Ramsey on a sacrifice fly to right field.
The score remained 1-0
until the top of the fourth when
Curtis hit her second home run
of the afternoon to tie the game
at one all.
Neither team was able to
score in the final three and a
half innings, so the game went
to extras with the international
tie breaker in effect.
In the eighth. Memphis was
able to score four runs on four
hits to take a 5-1 lead to the
bottom of the eighth.
The Racers picked up three
runs in the bottom of the frame
on a two-RBI single from Ellyn
Troup and a RBI single from
Bridges, but once again came

A is lid

i.

choice at 10-1 on the morning it," trainer Kelly Breen said.
Page 7A
"I think where from he is. line set by Churchill Downs "Alta Saturday we're hoping to
we'll he solid," McGaughey oddstnaker Mike Battaglia. The make it the most winningest
said. "Kind of, hold our posi- colt is ridden by Calvin Sorel. a post position in Kentucky
winner
Derby
tion, maybe try to creep in a lit- 1Ni-cc-time
famous
for
riding
the
rail: Derby history.'.
tle bit more around the first
Oxbow and Will Take
drew
the
No.
3
Revolutionary
turn, and he can kind of watch
Bore)
post,
leaving
dose
to
his
Charge
will be the record 46th
what's going on down on the
favorite route on the track.
47th
Derby starters for Hall
and
inside."
"Very happy," Pletcher said. of Fame trainer D. Wayne
Orb comes into the Derby on
"I think Calvin will be looking
a four-race winning streak. He
Lukas, a four-time Derby winto go inside as soon as he could,
won the Florida Derby in his
so starting off inside was a ner. Both are long shots - Will
last start.
good thing. Super Saver started Take Charge at 20-1• and
Pletcher was pleased about
from four."
Oxbow at 30-1.
where his posse landed in the
Pletcher won his only Derby
"The four I won it with I
starting gate.
in 2010 with Super Saver under can't remember the post posiWood Memorial winner a rail-hugging ride by Borel.
tions, so it must not be too
Verrazano drew the No. 14 post
Normandy Invasion is the
and was the 4-1 second choice. fifth choice at 12-1.
important," said Lukas, who
"We got everything we
The other 15 horses are all could become the oldest winwanted." Pletcher said. "No 15-1 or higher, including ning trainer in Derby history at
complaints whatsoever."
Pletcher's trio of Overanalyze '77.
There were four spots left in (15-1), Palace Malice (20-1),
The 21st horse on the points
the gate - including the dread- and Charming Kitten (20-1).
list
is Fear the Kitten, an also
ed No. 1 and No. 2 - before
Spiral Stakes winner Black
who would need a
eligible
Verrazano's name was called. Onyx drew the No. 1 post and is
Being in the No. 14 hole gives one of'five 50-1 shots in the defection before 9 a.m. Friday.
the colt the benefit of extra field. That spot has produced 12 when Derby wagering opens, to
room because' of the gap Derby winners, tying with the get into the 1 1/4 -mile race.
between his spot and No. 15, No. 5 hole for the most successIf all 20 horses start, the total
which is the start of the auxil- ful post positions.
purse
would be $2,199,800.
iary gate.
'The I post might not be
winner
earns $1,439,800.
Another Pletcher horse, ideal but we're going to make The
6:24
p.m. EDT.
Revolutionary, was the fourth the best of what we can do with Post time is

first

Haverstock Insurance Agency
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Murray

hieti lit duce on the watIldi

pitch is

I Derby...

Merril Ledipr &

With its place in the conferup just short and fell 5-4.
Ramsey finished the game at ence
tournament
already
2-for-4 with two runs, while secured, Murray State will look
Howard went 2-for-3. Morgan to lock up its current fourth
Mosby led the, way for place standing in the threeMemphis by going 2-for-4 with
game series.
a run and two RBIs in the
First pitch for Saturday's
finale.
doubleheader
is schedule for
CheyAnne Gasey (12-8)
single
Noon,
with
Sunday's
took the loss for the Racers by
a
I
p.m.
first
game
slated
for
allowing four earned runs on
nine hits with six strikeouts and pitch.
Prior to Sunday's game,
two walks.
Roberts (15-23) was once Sarah Anderson, Christian
again the winner for the Tigers Cox, Shelby Kosmecki and
as she threw the final two Ellyn Troup will be honored as
innings of the contest and Seniors.
allowed two earned runs on
As this season marks just
three hits with one strikeout
the fourth season of softball at
and no walks.
The Racers will now turn Murray State, Cox, Kosmecki
their attention back to OVC and Troup will go down as the
play when they host Austin first-ever four-year Racers in
program history.
Peay this weekend.
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Starting at 2799
• 3-in-1 cutting system
• Automatic braking system
• Exclusive Smart Speed
Control
• Powerful Kohler or
Kawasaki engines
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MURRAY HOME & AUTO, INC.
976 CHESTNUT ST
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available

270-753-2571
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See dealer or tom corn (toro.ca tor Canadian residents) tor warranty details Product availability, pricing P special promotions are suble0 to dealer options

Light the Way*
to a Cure!

Lyn

v
RELAY
FOR LIFE
k

Self

270.1

Relay For Life Luminaria Ceremony
Fri., May 3, 2013 - 9:30 p.m. Stewart Stadium
Murray State University Campus

CUR /

NOW 01
"Just Arc
Corner"
points TI
Coldwati

Luminaria Order Form
$5.00 Minimum Donation Requested Per Luminaria
Light a luminaria in MEMORY of a loved one or friend who has lost his or her battle with
cancer or to HONOR a loved one or friend who is a survivor. Each luminaria will be personalized with the name of the person being remembered or honored. The luminarias will
line the track and be lit for the Luminaria Ceremony at 9:30 p.m. on May 3. Please join us
for this special event!
LJ In Honor of:

In Memory of:

(Please use oneform per person)

Name
Please Print Clearly

IT'S MY TIME!

Purchased By

Take the time to have your annual
screening mammogram!
MAMMOGRAMS are the best defense you and your
gal pals have against breast cancer.

For credit to Team - Team Name:
Daytime Phone

Make an appointment for your
next screening mammogram during
the HCMC Diagnostic Center
INAUGURAL MAMMOthon!

Donation Enclosed $

I Hot
I 3mo.

Total Number of Luminaria Bags for this Person

I 6 Ma
I 1 yr..

Cash CI Check made payable to American Cancer Society
No acknowledgment necessary or U Send acknowledgment card to:

1
1 Res
1
1 3 mo.
1 6 mo.
1 1 yr..
1
Checl

Name
Enjoy refreshments, door prizes, and a free
, item of your choice at the Jewelry is Fun
Jewelry Sale valued at $5!

Address
City/State/Zip

Amok,
Call 731.644.8486
option 1
Thursday, May 9 — 8 a.m. to 8 p.m.
Friday, May 10 — 8 a.m. to 6 p.m.
*Limited

Appointments. Physician Referral Required.

Please mail Luminaria Order Form and donation to

Relay For Life, 2208 Brookhaven Dr., Murray,KY 42071
Or return to the sponsor below. For more information, contact Carol at (270) 293-2971
Luminaria sponsored by:
I

I Daytt
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USED Mowers for Sale
Gtesshopper
Skag
X-Mark
John Deere
270-210-6268

Hwy. 641 South
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Papa Smurf
Storage

Lynn Grove

THE Murray Ledger &
Times considers its
sources reliable, but
inaccuracies do occur.
Readers using this
information do so at
their own risk. Although
persons and companies mentioned herein
are believed to be reputable, The Murray
Ledger & Times, nor
any of its employees
accept any responsibility whatsoever for their
activities.

1st Monthtree!

Self Storage

•Now Climate Control
Available

LIFE

7 Surveillance
*Pest Control

.24

270-519-0143

Hwy (II 1•;:i-.t
T() (17S 1 1(fti
27(1
, 4,1

Cliff & Laura Kay
NOW OPEN
Just Around The
Corner" from MSU at 5
points Thrift Store 804
Coldwater Road

THE story that lives forever is still heard at the
Hazel church of Christ

Make us a part
of your daily
routine...

a

. battle with
will be perinarias will
:.ase join us

RCS-CLEANING
Mother's Day Special
Giver her something
she can really use and
appreciate.
Give her "a break"
Includes special gift
270-970-4612

060
Help Wanted

April
400 . _
Showers
,
-- ring May •
Flowers!
s #

WARM

LEDGER&TIMES
Home Delivery
$30.00
3 mo.
6 mo.
$105.00
1 yr.

on

Rest of KY/TN
ifttioirAr rtr Buchanan)

$80.00
6 mo.
1 yr...---4120.00
I Check

42071

293-2971

I

Local Mail
3 mo...-........$30.00
6 mo.
$55.00
$105.00
I yr.
All Other Mail
Subscription,
$75.00
3 mo.
6 mo.
1 yr. -..-.-$14.5.00

Money Order

Visa

SMALLER service oriented company with
friendly atmosphere
seeking
receptionist/bookkeeper Previous experience and computer
knowledge required.
Good people skills a
must. Send resume to
P.O. Box 1040-T
Murray, KY 42071

CLERICAL position. 30
hours per week. MonFn. Good communication skills and computer
knowledge required.
Send resume to PO
Box 1040-L Murray. Ky
42071

The Boyd Law Group, L.C.
is looking for a full time legal assistant to
staff its new location coming to Murray
Candidates must be organized and able to
work efficiently and independently. There
will be daily interaction with clients and the
Court system throughout the state, therefore good communication skills is a must.
Everyday tasks such as copying, mailing
and answering the phones will be expected. Experience in a legal setting and more
specifically with title and real estate would
be helpful, but is not mandatory. Salary is
commensurate with experience.

mboyd @ boydlawlc.com.

WC
13 Temporary Farm Workers Needed.
Employer: P L Tobacco - Hickory, KY.

Perform all duties of Tobacco & Row Crop
Production, including planting. cultivating, irrigating,
harvesting, stonng, & packaging, and other
alternative work. Employment Dates. 06/24/2013 12/31/2013_ $9.80/hr. Piece Rate may be offered
Worker guaranteed 3/4 of contract hours. Tools
provided at no cost. Free housing provided to
non-commuting workers. Transportation & subsistence reimbursed when 50% of contract is met
Random drug testing may be done after hire at the
se. Contact the Kentucky
employer's ex
Department t4,Workforce Investment at
502-782-3079 and rfence lob order KY0484924.

City

I State

Zip

Daytime Ph._ __
Mail this coupon with payment to.•

Murray Ledger & Times
P.O. Box 1040
Murray,KY 42071
Or call (270) 753-1916
I.

FULL time, salary computer/network technispecialist
cian
Minimum 1 year experience required Details
www.smartat
pathtech.comicareer

resume to Michael Boyd at

I St. Address

I

bartende

about 4 nights a week
Mainly weekends Shift
6pm-3am
is
Experience necessary.
Must be able to book
bands Apply in person
at 641 Club Please
bring short resume
731-336-4344

It you are Interested please email your

Name

I

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

NIGHT

1

140
Want to Buy

contact the City Clerk at 762-0350 so the City can make

arrangements to secure their comments
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The City's proposed use of City of Murray Budget Funds is

available for public inspection at City Hall during normal business hours Any per-

a

DENTAL/BUSINESS
Assistant Established
Murray dental practice
looking for an individual
with computer skills as
well as knowledge of
dental assisting Duties
include
insurance
claims filing, telephone
skills
with
patient
appointments
and
insurance. Some dental assisting will be
required Send resume
to PO Box 1040-Y
Murray. KY 42071
ADMINISTRATIVE
Assistant
Approximately
15hr/week. $550/mo.
Send
resume
to
Coldwater UMC 8317
State Route 121 North,
Murray. Job description
online at coldwaterchurch.org
accepting applications for full time
Maintenance employee. Apply in person at
Calloway
Gardens
Apartnie-?I's.
1505
Diuguid Dr.
NOW

DISCLAIMER
When accessing the
"help wanted- section
inn our classifieds
wchpage at
murrayledgcr.com.
you will he redirected
to jobnetwork.corn.
By default,
Murray and local job
listings will appear on
this website.
However, as a national
website, not all listings
on the jobnetwork.corn
arc placed through
the Murray Ledger
& Times. Please call
us if you have any
question,
. regarding
the Murray area
lob listings. Thank you

GET THIS 1X1
AD FOR ONLY
$75.00 PER
MONTH
CALL 753-1916
ANTIQUES, Call

Larry

753-3633

Need help
selling your
house?
We can get the
word out!
7 -11.
us,

1998
single
wide
mobile home with 2BR
1BA. all appliances
included
Asking
$9,800 276-978-6074

Service. Call 227-0611
TAKING applications at
Karen's Wildcat No
phone caffs

114 411.

ina noel.

irdt

n.inin I
la. All

per.on.air Ilef

that all Jar-urn
e Lease and

deposit regtilrers- 270-753-4109
SMALL 2BR rental
house 641 South No
pets 227-6431 or
293-6156

r.

ad,.-ripani are
oiggnoriu

not
Toir further es...tame with leo,
Ituunanni Aasetreeng region
trient. ,00nteni %AA t ,o,000 .
iternk 1' Nolen) #71.111544. I

460

360

A&F Warehousing
Near MSU $20-50
753-7668

G&C

4BR, 2BA, attached 2
CG, fireplace, Jacuzzi,
large closets/rooms, on
secluded 5.6 acres. 1
miles south of Murray.
$95,000 293-7697

KEY MINI
WAREHOUSES

New 2-4
Bedroom homes in
Riverfieid Estates.

121S

280

1850 St. Rt.

Murray, KY 42071

BUYING old U.S.
coin collections.
Small or large.
270-293-6999
GOOD used air conditioner, used carpeting,
refrigerator,
stove,
electric & gas heater,
storm windows. 7534109

Top Prices Paid For
S Gold & Silver S
LEE JEWELRY
ARTISANS
305-0 12th Street
F.,L,rray, KY

Want to buy Junk or
running cars and trucks
and junk batteries
KEY AUTO PARTS
759-9694
WANTED: Home or
small lot or 1-2 acres
(developed or undeveloped) or a mobile
home to stay or be
moved.. In Calloway
County. Call
270-436-2347

NICE 2BR no pets
753-9866
J&L RENTALS
MINI-STORAGE

320
Apartments For Rent

720 S. 4TH ST.
Corner of 121 S

1 bedroom apartments
locations
Various
Coleman Real Estate
753-9898
2br apts. near
Murray.
downtown
Lease and deposit
required. 753-4109
1 OR

2 BD 1 BA Dup All Aps
No Pets. 753-0259
2 bedroom apartments
and duplexes. Various
Coleman
locations.
Real Estate 753-9898

filendak

10x15's
(2701436-2524

TOW'S &

PREMIER
MINISTORAGE
•Inside climate control
storage
•Security alarmed
*Safe & clean
.We sell boxes,
•We rent U-Hauls.
753-9600

Commerical Prop For Rent

Articles
For Sale

2BR duplex, all appliances included. 270-

Clean up/body work

W/D
brick,
2BR,
hookup, redecorated,
no pets, $435/mo.
293-607Q
Calloway Gardens
Essex Downs
Apartments
I BR from $145
2BR from $375
1505 Duiguid Dr.
TDD 1-800.545-1833
Ext. 283
Eaual opportunity

BED Queen Pillow Top
mattress set. NEW in
plastic $195 270-2934121. Can deliver.

320
Apartments For Root
GARLAND
Rentals
presently has two bedroom apartments availCall for your
able
appointment
today
270-753-2905
UNFURNISHED

Newly painted
New heater
1 double bay/
1 single bay
270-485-6122

$3.50/bale
753-4582 or 227-7352

Alba

SALE by Owner- 2211
Carol Drive Brick.
1997, 1.5 story, 2670
sqft, 5BR, 2.5BA, 2.5
garage, wood floors,
$185,000.
270-761-3574
490
Used Cars

HOLLAND
MOTOR SALES
We Finance

near campus. Non smoking, no
pets. 270-753-5980

Abalaa

Oldsmobile
2002
Silouette 97.XXX/rni
fully loaded. 270-4373044 270-293-7782
93 Mustang for sale
$1,400.00
0B0
(270)489-2767
530

Services Offered
40X50 clean-up with
office 293-6430
SPACE for lease South
Side Center 12th Street
across from Primary
Care 700-1000 square
feet space available
Call 293-0902
380
Pots Supplies

-270-978-1204
All
Carpentry
Construction New construction, home &
Mobile Home repair,
decks 753-0353 Larry
Nimmo
YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE FOR
ONLY 875.00
A MONTH

AKC French & English
Bulldog puppies
270-335-3943
270-994-3915

1BR

apartment
STRAW

REDUCED by $18K.
4BR, 3BA. 2,675/sgft
with double carport
Great location City
schools $147K
270-761-6150

2 Auto Shops

767-9948
270-293-9474

CHRISTOPHER'S

Needs your coins,
Paying high prices,
Offering great bargains. Appraisals
270-753-4161
Dr. Fuhrrnann

BG Real Property
Professionals
293-7872

hollandmotorsaes corn
270-753-4461

270-753-8556
150

3BR. 2BA brick 1 car
attach/garage. 1 car
detached. 24x36 viny
building, storage shed
on 1 2/acre West of
Murray 753-0621
293-7550

119 E. Main
(270) 753-6266
Cell. (270) 293-4183
9 a.m. - 4 p.m. M-F

PROPANE

270-753-5562
ANTIQUES, vintage
and collectibles Gel a
second opinion Call
270-293-4510

Homes For Sale

STORAGE and

Obedience.
DOG
glendhenmere.com
(270)436-2858.
410

PART-TIME help for
2013. L&M Lawn

duo.

nut in turtailkwi

Mobile Homes For Rent

COINS

121
CONSISTENCY
AD.
ONLY 875.00
PER MONTH.
CALL
CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
FOR DETAILS
(270) 753-IRIS.

to

270
Mobile Homes Foe Sale

20% off all items
(limited time offer)

or oral comments regarding the proposed use of City of Murray Budget Funds tor the

I

al...01111W

unIt ICIII/14

For Rent

Storage Rentals

Chambers of City Hall May 9 2013. 6 30 pm , lor the purpose of Obtaining written

,,, •
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Akin legirval LIN

4BR h
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Garden seeds 8
plues et
Marshall County Coop 501 Poplar, Benton
270-527-1323

kifIr
i60111
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ion.tNunt•

aidotkor

inspec born at City Hall during normal business hours Any personi

ui Oat

(W5T .14 1161.161,
natice1141

NOM Solo

CALL 753.1916

Hill Electric
Since 1986
Residential &
Commercial
Licensed & Insured
All jobs - big or
small

753-9562
www.hillelectric corn

Ask about our
Display ad specials
for all your advertising needs.
753-1916

AUSTIN Auction
Service
All types Auction
Benton, KY

VT

NN

436-5141 A-AFFORDABLE Hauling. Clean
out garages, gutters,
lunk A tree work.

ts1111:Ds

211 • Illiewria‘. May 2.IOU

r• (ILmo-7-1

li—neeese
L
fai
A-I Lame
Prelesmemai Tree
Unice Mimosa
MS-TREE (117331

ABSOLUTE AUCTION
Saturday, May 11th 2013 0 10:00 AM
331 Deerpatti Trail.
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Lawn & Garden
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270-293-4156
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mowing
ciernup & other
outdoor prosocts
Auki pfuvadong garden
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DALE ADAMS
ELECTRIC
t•teasuritibie Rates
Quality Service

270-29341192

Lake
Remodeling
Ky

Specializing in kitchen
it bath remodeling
Decks A Porches
Folly insured
Visit
kentuckyllike
remocksting.corn

58
9
9

the fie,11

planting

540.

:

270-437-3044

Free Estimates
Colby 270-227 -902,

270-873-9916
270-779 8998
mcooybuiders

illAt I

'14'1

HAPRISAUCTIONb COM FOR COMPLETE

DETAILS AND PNOTOSt
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East Side Small
Engine Repair

— •.

For all your parts service,
sales and repair mete
We now offer vegetable
plants G seeds

MITCHELL
BROS.
PAVING

Call 753-2925

*Asphalt Installation
•Seal coating &

FUTRELL'S
TREE SERVICE
•Trimming
•Removal
•Stump Grinding
•Firewood
•Insured

striping
40 yrs. experience

(270)759-0501
MICKEY WILSON
DEVELOPMENT

(270) 489-2839
HALL'S WASTE
MANACFNIUNT
• weekly & special pickups
• locally ow nett/operated

759-1151 • 293-2783
293-2784
Hmyman Lawn
MaMtenancc and
Landscaping
.Small Landscapes etc.
*Leaf Removal
*Mowing

E• Øgnç

*FleMdeelil

• l...itliorts

1)114 %
.
.111%Illalli
Iii

11011‘

*July • Maytreid 11142kkb
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380-4318
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700 North :V' Street • Murray. Kentucky

II ;Saturday • May 11 2013 • 10:00am
e
DON'T MISS
, .THIS AUCTION!YOU SET THE PRICE!
r
r !
Wonderful Prop rt

PUMPING

EXCAVATION
TRU(KING
411 Your Septa Needs
Installation
& Repair
Dirt, Gravel,
White Rock,
Sand, & Mulch
1270)292-S6116

11:0•CATI0N! LOCATION! LOCATION!
.

SELLING GREATINDUSTRIAL PROPERTY!!

49.4 ACRES

IN to TRACTS tk. CONIMMONIIII
GREAT DEVELOPMENT/INDUSTRIAL GROUND HIGHLY PRODUCTIVE
TILLABLE FARMLAND'4,000+ FT TOTAL ROAD FRONTAGE ON POOR
FARM RD & OPPORTUNITY DRIVE' EXCELLENT LOCATION JUST OFF
HWY 80& HWY 6411 CITY WATER & NATURAL GAS AVAILABLE!
REAL ESTATE TRACTS: Tract 1* 1.28? Am. Ti act 2* 1.298
Acres Tract 3* 1.298 Acres Tract 4* 1.295 /li r es Tract 5*
7 937 Acres Tract 6* 8 011 Acres Tract 7* tT, 065 Act es Tract
8* 8 106 Acrec, Tract 9* 8 246 Acre-, Tract 10* 3 PA)Act Pc,
REAL ESTATE SELLS ABSOLUTE AT 7:00 PM!
Auction Held At The Murray Country Club

Additional Pictures at wisw.ptauctionteanctom
SELLING SEPARATELY - EQUIPMENT INCLUDING: Heavy Duty Metal Pallet Shelving • Lots of Wood Shelving
for Book Storage • Refrigerators'• Office Desks & Chairs • Break Room Table & Chairs • Hand Carts & Dollies
HI II 1%1111 10' Mow (1.1% atl %.11, *41111. la.daix a lv .N
r
46, law
HIN“NutH•Hrs
a‘a

For
El
:

%VAS'

•

MICHAEL HARRIS. Broker/Auctioneer • IF II4537
KENNETH HARRIS, Broker/Auctioneer • 11 05624
BEN BOLINGER RealtorrAuctioneei

3855 St. Rt.45 North • Mayfield, KY 42066
2628 Cox Mill Rd • Hookinsville. KY 47240
270-247-3253 v. vs vi.hurrisauctions.cont 800-380-4318

REAL ESTATE AND PERSONAL
PROPERTY AUCTION
Saturday May 11th 2013 10:00 A.M.
1629 West Olive Street Murray, Ky 42071
Mrs. Clara Darnell Property

Prudential
Realty
Pen Fed

lee.
gra

Auction learn
Z
%"Amcdo.n.s wiaothuxtasatN

onk.

Call us for a free inspection today!

227-4646 436-3080
Pont be fooled by Imitators

N
rieriNa
McCUISTON
ROOFING

270-293-1924
Free Estimates
All the quality...
without all the mess

320 '1150

Garage
Yard Sale
DIRECTORY
YARD SALE

LARGE
MULTI-FAMILY
YARD SALE

2321 State Rt.
94 East

3731
Hwy 641 N.

Saturday
10AM-3PM

Saturday
7AM-12PM
Furniture, toys,
books, DVD's, CD's.
household items,
clothing for all, baby
items and more!

A little bit of
everything!!

YARD SALE YARD SALE
404 S. 12th St. 1611 Dodson
Fri. & Sat.
7AM-?

Saturday
7AM-?

Furniture,
accessories, sports
equipment, books,
children items.
Lots of everything!
Everything to go!

Silver, collectibles, books.
Something for
everyone!

COLLECTORS GARAGE SALE YARD SALE YARD SALE
108 Crossfield Dr.

400 S. 8th St.

Friday & Saturday

Fri. & Sat.
7AM-1 PM

Many old photos, pewter, tins, postcards,
advertising booklets(some local), linens,
glassware, jewelry. audubon/ray harm prints.
toys, etc. Plus: King/2 twin box springs. Kindle
Fire, sliding glass door, weedeater, chandelier,
oak sideboard. Much more!
Nice 3 bedroom, 1 bath, brick home. with kitchen, dining room, den. utrli y
room, with small outbuilding close to the MSU campus. Any house built
prior to 1978 could contain lead base paint and a 10 day post inspection
waiver will be part of the contract. Terms of real estate 10% down day of
auction with balance in 30 days.
REAL ESTATE WILL BE OFFERED AT 11:00.
Desk and chair, washer and dryer. refrigerator. Sony TV. dresser, odd
bed, wash stand, Singer treadle sewing machine, flat and round top trunks,
odd chairs, straight chairs, breakfast set, stereo with stand, exercise bike.
fans, 1941 MSU Shield. Hull vase, blue vases, trinkets, deer powder dish,
dishes. glasses. stone bowls, misc hen on nest, cast iron skillet, corn
bread stick, pots and pans. fruit jars. figurines, old books, quilts, linens.
doilies, lamps, old advertisements milk hottlec. much more
Terms: personal property will be full settlement day of auction with
cash and good check with proper ta
Lunch available

Not responsible for accidents

For your auction needs contact:

Darrell Beane KY Auctioneer/Sales Associate
TN Auctioneer license # 2493
TN Firm # 5815. 270-435-4420
Terry O. Paschall KY Broker/fluctioneer
TN Auctioneer license # 6684
IN Firm # 5816. 270-767-9223

Subscribe to
The'Murray Ledger cfe crimes
'Today!
Call 73-1916

The Estati
bowls, St(
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with mirror
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washtub'
den tool
402 Brev

Traveling Pants
1196 State Rt. 121 N.

Fri. 9AM-5PM
Sat. 9AM-4PM

Large Variety of Collectibles

Lawn Service.Licensed
and insured. Free estimates. 436-2562,
227-0267

'Our Reputation 11 on the hove,"
Ben Mathis, Owner
• -Residential • Licensed and Insured

931

www.ptauctionicam cniti

590
St. 2750 • SFl. 3,

A Leader in Land Marketing
' YOU, Professional Auctioneers

flaN til k

ol a. 1011
ti talkoi
111111/1111 (
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1011•11 0.11,
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More Information Contact Phillip Traylor at 931-320-4150 or Frank Miller at 931-627-1289

Located At 2200 College Farm Rd., Murray, KY 42071
VISIT HARRISAUCTIONS.COM FOR COMPLETE DETAILS AND PHOTOS!
- ,, Dov.ii D.ty it Salt KO ii,, t,.. ...v.iii )0 D,lys
REAL ESTATE TERMS: 1,
Make Your Inspections Prior Ii Ii's-,' Of c: .,A l'i n y or , i'ltquitifti 1,'sill 81.
" Final Bids Arid Incl.
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YEARRY'S Tree and

ROOFING

Knives Runner f

Jewelry
Buckles

7AM

SAE

U

pliers SO
Pressure
Weed Ea
Fold Law

Zoned Industrian-41,000± sq.tt Building • Loading Docks • Fronts 2 Roads
Drive- In Access • Sprinkled • Busy Calloway County

Zach 270-873-7700
Dawf 270-227-1106

HOMETOWN
TREE SERVICE
,
Insured. Rehab'
& Dependable
Free Estimates
Free Stump Remo.
Cell 270-293-448 :4
Home 27C -117-304»

le

From Murray, KY: Law Ai /2 Mr( wt 1/.',r,// hitn/// /two /um
I elt Vii Poor I aim lid Prim eed in I,,,,,, Signs Posted'

*Licensed

HILL SEPTIC

Generato
kero torp

Poor Farm Rd. & Opportunity Drive, Murray, KY 42071

.0

(270)978-4591

Tools &I

Thursday, May 16th 2013 02D. 7:00 PM

*Notching insured
*Pruning

(Mamma

ABSOLUTE LAND AUCTION

12701 226-5444

Over 28 Years
Experience
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Garage Door
Sales & Maintenance
6" Continuous Gutters
Gn3at Hometown Service

Furnikan
tables Do

V

Spring Time Special
PAINTING
Residential &
Commercial
Deck Washing e%
Staining
Free Estimates
Licensed and Insured
(270)435-0060 Dave
(270)226-0505 cell

Van- 200

•

McCoy Builders
Nettie., McCoy
•Wiridow
4raining
*Gordy.,
*Doors
*Concrete
*Decks
*Paintmo
-Footers
*Bobcat Work
*Reconstruction
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LAWN Mowing

House

5 8,4 9 1
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293-3406
LANDSCAPING
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Special
Fern, uniforms, baby
furniture and clothes.
dishes, hospital bed.
No early birds
please.

Storewide Tag Sale!
Green 2 for Si. purple
& red S1, yellow 50%
off. brown 25% ott.
(Some exlcusions)
753-5007

INDOOR YARD SALE/MOVING SALE

YARD SALE

905 Fairland Dr.

208 lrvan St.

Saturday
7AM

Saturday
7AM-2PM

Kitchen table and chairs, bar stools. HP printer,
stereo. Nascar, books, toys, wicker furniture,
DVD player, VCR, Coca-Cola, Craftsman Shaper,
Nintendo DS, Disney, digital camera.
microwave, Star Wars, dog kennel, beach
towels, hats, woodworking wood, Wii games

Nic nacs, mens dress shoes. patio
furniture set, entertainment center, new
microwave, tons of christmas
decorations, pinewood items.
MUCH MORE!

MOVING SALE

GARAGE SALE

166
Hummingbird Ln.

(Springcreek Subdivision)

Magnolia Dr.

Saturday
7AM-2PM

Friday 8AM-5PM
Saturday 8AM-?

Fri. & Sat.

YARD SALE
1702

1405 Tabard Dr.

Rain or Shine
19 years of
misc items for
sale!

radio, toys, office chair, furniture, picture frames, art supplies, jewelry, many
household items, etc.

Tv,

5 FAMILY GARAGE SALE
496 Erwin Rd.(off 94 W)

Lan
to h

Children's picnic
tables, books, toys,
dishes, clothing.
Magnette metres,
pad, 4 guns, 8'
cloth racks and
much more.

YARD ALE
Northwodd Storage

Rescheduled from rain out

(Behind Napa)

Friday 6am-5pm • Saturday 6AM

Friday & Saturday7AM-12pm
No Early Birds

Furniture, anti•ues, clothes, bab stuff

Boys clothes, baby items, toys, home decor
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PUBLIC AUCTION
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(270) 127-1511

Runner Fronteer. Frost Cutlery and more

CHAVIS REAL ESTATE & AUCTION
304 N. 12th St.. Murray. KY 42071
(270)761-SALE (270)705-4479
Tommy Chavis Broker/Auctioneer
www.chavisauction.com
KY Lic #P2521 TN Lic # Firm 5513 Auctioneer 6388

11.11

ilklf-V

427-1289

ntial
learn
atai oprsalod

0

ESTATE AUCTION
Saturday May 4th 2013 10:00 A.M.
3180 Brewers Highway/402 Formerly HWY 80
Benton, KY 42025
The Estate of James and Marione Elkins, several stone pitchers. stone
bowls, stone lugs, stone crocks, old wall telephones, kitchen cabinet,
wash stands, wood rockers, hi back bed, hi back roll top bed, dresser
with mirror, oak secretary, glass door secretary, fancy old hat rack with
mirror, old wood school desk, claw foot table, twin beds, flat top and
camel back trunks, several old quilts, Waterbury mantle clock, flat top
and camel back trunks, cat paw pitchers. green depression glass,
Lance candy dispenser. Tom s peanut dispenser, ref. bowls,' Fireking
bowls, old picture frames. figurines, Wagoner cast iron griddle, cornbread stick, gypsy die pot, misc. baskets. walking canes, wash board,
washtubs, swing, bird bath, toy trucks, toy tractors, wagon, misc garden tools, much much more. From Murray take 641 North to HWY
402 Brewers HWY turn left and follow to auction site approx 3 miles.
Terms: lull settlement day of auction with cash or good check with
proper 1.0.
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For your auction needs contact:
Darrell Beane KY Auctioneer/Sales Associate
TN Auctioneer license # 2493
TN Firm # 5815. 270-435-4420
Terry D. Paschall KY Broker/Auctioneer
TN Auctioneer license # 6684
TN Firm # 5816. 270-767-9223

Land Between the Lakes
to host Birding Bonanza
Family-friendly activities will
Special to the Ledger
an Early Bird Walk at 9
include
Land
GOLDEN POND, Ky.
ongoing Backyard Bird
an
a.m.,
Lakes
(LBL)
Between The
National Recreation Area hosts Scavenger Hunt from 10 a.m. to
a Birding Bonanza on Saturday. 4 p.m.. Totally Turkeys at I I
May 11, 2013, at the Woodlands a.m., a songbird identification
Nature Station. Visitors can take program at 1:30 p.m.. and
guided walks, learn to iNentify Who's In My Bird Box? at 3
common birds, get tips on
For more information 'about
attracting birds, go on a scavthe
enger hunt, meet the Nature programs at Land Between
or
LBL-7077
(MX))
call
Station's birds, and more. All Lakes
www.lbl.org.
visit
programs are free with Nature
Station admission.

Temporary closures
announced by LBL
Special to the Ledger
Due to excessive rainfall
received over the weekend.
Land Between the Lakes (LBL)
has announced the temporary
closure of Turkey Bay OffHighway Vehicle (OHV ) Area,
effective until further notice.
Turkey Bay management will
re-evaluate trail conditions as
the weather improves.
Visitors to Turkey Bay may
check current trail conditions by
calling (270)924-2(X/0 or by
visiting www.lbl.org and click-
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CONSTRUCTION
AMU (STAY' it(

For home delivery tall

753-1916
We Otter
• All Size Units

270-293-9170

• 24/7 Sury•illanc•

• Electricity
• We now hay.
SO Climate Control Units

NEON BEACH
MINI STORAGE
Gallimore
Electrical Contractors, LLC
InikatitaUCSIMrtial/liessilential

812 Whitnell Ave.• 753-3853

If you have lost or found a pet we
PIC

James C. Gallimore
www GECLI.0 NIT

Ei

(270) 759-0890

will run an ad
1 day for free.
Call 753-1916
f• we'll be glad to help
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Buckles, costume jewelry
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or Auchonzip corn for pictures
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Jewelry. Four (4) 10K gold rings, One (1) 14K gold ring. Belt

)oiff Shelving
& Dollies
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Knives - Case, Buck.Old Timer, Barlow, Uncle henry Ridge
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Tools &Equipment 6200 watts.. 8750 starting Watts
Generator. 2 Craftsman Mower glider bench truck bed trailer
kero torpedo heater, spray rig Tiller Wilton Vile bench

)am

you 0 the twee it 110
Mundy tipoul0 4Imes afto
ihe
mow
•0.0**
•••,40-0100 Wm* tkriA

Furniture- enterlassnment center marble to end and coffee
tabies. bed chest of drawers iewelry boa lire proof
b01411)6114411, sectional couch cedar chest cedar bedroom suite
small china cabviel.Black Metal lawn Chairs 42 Sanyo Tv
Upright Freezes. Whirlpool supreme 1 cycle Washer 4 Dryer
White Rocker 3 ReChnOrs. Bunn Coffee Maker Bar Stools
Buffet. Curio Sees clock Loge stew

grinder drill press hand tools mallets hammers boomers
battery charger. bicylers seeder tool chest testers wrenches
pliers, sockets, floor jack 1 ton hoist G clamps, Karcher
Pressure Washer, Air Compresser, Motor Hoist Hand Tools
Weed Eater. Yard Blower. Little Tikes Wagon Coeman coolers
Fold Lawn chairs

11.0 y00 * 14.01 /low wit.

01101041011 0000 lat CAMAS*

11 2, WU $44 Ii $20

140.000 ',Wes

Glassware Fenton Corning Ware China Piasticware
Microwave crockpol. cast If On skillets Burin Coffee Maker
and More

r
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r

untrat 16 lire i•larnAir•
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Aperos 1410 Sq Ft 3 bedroom 2 Bath Horns and &pros 1.1
acres with shoprGareips 10% down Day of Sae with
Balance in 30 Days With Deed

2
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'59

kw lime tierv

*4144.11,

Saturday May 4th
at 10:00 A.M.
Hwy 94 W. Lynn Grove, Ky
puff*

Merida,. Ma) 2. 2•13• Mg

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Thrill Mom Enjoy 50
Percent Off the All the
Frills Bouquet 519 99
Plus take 20 percent
off your order over
$29, Go to
WWW Proflowers com'R
ich or call 1 -855-4426714
HELP WANTED
Live, Work. Party.
Play' Hiring 18-24
girlsiguys. $400 - $800
Weekly. Paid expenses, Signing Bonus.
Energetic & Fun? Call
866-574-7454
MEDICAL HELP
WANTED
Medical Technologist
or Medical Lab
Technician Certified or
Eligible. PRN (Every
other weekend.)
Applicant should work
independently. process
QC. perform maintenance. Have experience in blood bank,
phlebotomy. Email
resume to
kadams@ccmhospoo
m Carroll County
Memorial Hospital 309
1 1 t h Street Carrollton.
KY 41008 EOE
MISCELLANEOUS
Airlines are Hiring Train for hands on
Aviation Career, FAA
approved program.
Financial aid if qualified - Job placement
assistance. CALL
Aviation Institute of

Maintenance 888-207
2053
Attend Coiege Online
from Home 'Medical
'Business 'Criminal
Justice 'Hospitality
Job placement assistance Computer and
Financial Aid if qualified SCHEV authorized Call 866-460
9765
www CenturaOnline cc

DISH Network,
Starting at
S19.99imonth (for 12
mos.) 8 High Speed
Internet starting at
$14.95,month (where
available.) Save' Ask
About Same Day
Installation, Call Now'
1-800-254-1095.
Divorce With or
Without children
$125 00. Includes
name change,and
properly settlement
agreement. Save hundreds. Fast and easy.
Call 1-888-733-7165.
247
Highspeed Internet
EVERYWHERE by
satellite, Speeds up to
12mbps, 1200x faster
than dial-up ) Starting
at $49.95,mo Call noW
& go fast, 1-888-6891456
Meet singles right now'
No paid operators. lust
real people like you
Browse greetings.
exchange messages
and connect live Try it
keCalrow 1-833-W9-Z2E4

save on Cable TVInternet-Digital Phone
Satellite You ve got a
choice' Options from
All major service
providers Call us to
learn more' Call today
888 686-1281
Sawmills from only
$3997 00-Make &
Save money with your
own bandmill-Cut lumber any dimension In
stock ready to snip
Free Info DVD
www NorwoodSawmills
corn 1-800-578-1363
Ext 300n
Mobile Homes for
Sale
Mobile Homes with
land Ready to move
in Owner Financing
with approved credit 3
Br 2 Ba. No renters.
859-977-3970
LandHomesExpress

PET/PET SUPPLIES
Control
fleas/ticks. mosquitoes
& mites before infestation with Happy Jack®
DuraSpot® Patented
technology Contain
NO Horan'', At
Southern States.
www.happyiackinc com
TRUCK DRIVERS
HELP WANTED
35 Driver Trainees
Needed, Learn to drive
for Werner
Enterprises' Earn $750
per week' Local CDL

1.11)G1

CLASSIFIEDS
cmp Up to 04cpm

Training gets you iob
ready in 3 weeks' 1877-243-1812

Mileage Bonus Home

Apply Now' CDL
Drivers in Demand,
Get you CDL Training
in 16 days at Truck
America Training and
go to work' State VVIA
Grants and VA
Accepted Tuition
Financing Available 1st
yr avg 538-540,000
per ATA (502) 9556388 or (866) 244"
3644
Averitt Offers CDL-A
Drivers a Strong,
Stable. Profitable
Career Experienced
Drivers and Recent
Grads - Excellent
Benefits. Weekly
Hometime. Paid
Training 888-3628608
Avent1Careers.com
Equal Opportunity
Emplorer
Call Now! International
Truck Driving
School/BIH Trucking
Company Now Taking
Students, No CDL. No
Problem' State WIA
Program if qualified or
Financing availabfg.
888-780-5539
www facebook.comitdschool
Company Drivers:
S2500 Sign-On Bonus'
Super Service is hiring
solo and team dnvers.
Excellent hometime
options, CDL-A
required. Call 888-5914472 or apply online at
www superservicellc.co

Drivers ALL Miles
Paid 39+cprn Solos
49.cpm Teams
Regional Lanes
Assigned Trucks
Flexible Home Time
Bonus Potential
Pet Rider Policy,
Family Atmosphere
CDL-A, 1 Year 877334.9677
www Driye4NOL com

spontaneous later when making

This year you will be wellgrounded and extremely intuitive. This mix means good decisions. Let go of an innate stubbornness. and you'll see how
much easier life becomes. If you
are single. you beam and draw
in many people. especially after
June. You will have several suitors, so take your time making
choices. If you are attached, you
will go through a very amorous
period together. Enjoy every
moment! PISCES adds music to

CANCER (June 21-July 22)
*** Wrap up your dealings
with a key person. Laughter will
open new doors and prevent a
problem from becoming even
bigger. Reach out for a different
perspective. You could be suroptions.
your
prised
by
Communicate and get feedback.

and revising plans.

LEO (July 23-Aug. 22)
*** You suddenly might start
dancing to a new tune. Don't be

The Stars Show the Kind of
Day You'll Have: 5-Dynamic, 4-

surprised if some of your neighbors are looking at you with new
eyes. A loved one adores seeing
you like this. If you can move
through your obligations quickly,
you can make it an early day.

Positive, 3-Average. 2-So-so, 1 Difficult

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
**** Consider letting some-

**** Focus on your priorities
right now. By afternoon. your
mind will drift to your weekend
plans. Share your thoughts with
a dear friend. The feedback you
receive could be exciting. Others
might be considering how to
manifest a long-term dream

ing on Alerts & Notices. then
Trails Update.
The rainfall has .caused addi- TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
tional flooding closures at ***** Your efficiency creates
easy afternoon. Pick up the
Fenton Boat Ramp, Barcls Lake an
phone and speak with a friend
Boat Ramp, portions of Cravens You always enjoy talking to this
and person. This friendship might be
Campground.
Bay
Davenport Bay Bridge. If lake more important than you think. A
change in
levels continue to rise, addition- discussion about a
image draws interesting feedal areas may be affected. back.
Visitors are strongly encouraged GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
to obey all closures. Barricades **** Make calls and schedule
will be in place: however, cau- meetings in the morning. So
much responsibility could fall on
tion is advised when traveling
your shoulders later. Ask for
the roads throughout LBL fol- some help if need be, Someone
lowing heavy rainfall.
might be delighted to pitch in. Be

Home Weekends $1 000 sign on bonus
Regional flatbed
Guaranteed pay Exc
pay. benefits Lease
purchase program No
tarp freight O'Ops
welcome 800-5545664 Ext 331
www awltransport com
Need Class A CDL
Training? Start a
Career in trucking
today, Swift
Academies otter PTD,
certified courses ann
offer "Best-In-Class'
training. • New
Academy Classes
Weekly • No Money
Down or Credit Check
• Certified Mentors
Ready and Available •
Paid (While Training
With Mentor)•
Regional and
Dedicated
Opportunities • Great
Career Path •
Excellent Benefits
Package. Please Call
(520)226-9007

Drivers
Inexperienced? Get on
the Road to a
Successful Career with
CDL Training. Regional
Training Locations.
Train and Work for
Central Refrigerated
(877) 369-7192
www.centraltruckdrivingiobs_com
Drivers: Owner.
Operators needed in
IN. TN. KY Long haul
and local runs available. Vans, Flats, Step
Decks and Reefers
wanted. No forced dispatch and 48 hour pay.
81% to the Owner
Operator. Call 502797-1344 or 812-7259157.

Tanker & Flatbed
Company
Drivers:Independent
Contractors'
Immediate Placaement
Available Best
Opportunities in the
Trucking Business
Call Today 800-2770212 or
'www.primeinc.com

Flatbed Drivers New
Pay Scale-Start @ 37

by Jacqueline Bigar

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Friday.
May 3, 2013:

ARIES(March 21-April 19)

401K Apply 0

Bo ydandsons coni
800-648-9915

Drivers - Flatbed &
Heavy Haul Owner
Operators Fleet
Owners Consistent
year round freight Avg
$1 70 - 2.00 all miles
No forced dispatch
Apply online www tangomotortransit com or
caH 877-533-8684

Horoscope

your words.

Weekends Insurance

SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
21)
*** You might want to head in
a different direction from your
friends or loved ones for few
hours. Just explain your reasoning, and you'll discover that others can be very understanding.
Share more of what you want in
the future.

CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
**** How you See a personal
matter could change radically.
More and more, you will toss
aside your well-developed selfdiscipline in exchange for more
spontaneity. As a result, you will
see the benefits of being a little
less controlling.

AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
***** While others ponder
their plans. it appears as if you
are playing out your life the way
you want it to be. No one is likely to burst your bubble, as people will want to experience some
of your spontaneous joyfulness
A loved one might want your
attention

PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20)
***** You correctly sense
that something better is ahead

Cruise through your errands.
and don't forget to clean up your
workspace When you free yourself up. you will be happy that
you went through this process

*•

one else take over. This person
wants the responsibility, and you
would love some extra time to do
whatever you want. Do something just for you. and you will
happier.
everyone
make
Understand what is going on
behind the scenes.

0

0

• ••
•
•••

PORT A PET

LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** The mood of the present
moment could be infectious You
know what you must complete,
and you will do just that. Don't be
surprised if there are some lastminute requests that could hold
you up. A conversation with a
loved one proves most rewarding

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
**** Your imagination often
fills in the gaps regarding plans.
If they are based in reality, success generally will follow. Try to
avoid projecting your creative
energy onto a potential relationship. If you value the potential
tie, let it develop naturally

•

ROSIE:
Terrier mix,
female, adult

.
GEORGE:
•
Labrador Retriever
.li
Mal:N
Mix, adult,

SHELTER HOURS: MON.-FRI. 10 AM-4 PM • SAT. 10 4M-1 PM

For more information ((iota( I

1•

Murray-Calloway County Animal Shelter
at (270) 759-4141
iv

iv

•
go
•111
0

COMICS/ FEATURES
.seic selected toi Ilk
lea years age
Cies. I tolc and his ".i.kel Gtherrior 'scholars Program
t feet. hanclittate. Sean Aiki 5.6i•
lhe Marley High Schoot Ham!
MLitt% pi:thorned .1 the won the sweepstakes a* aid it th.
Regional Swii1il Fsents t'ewer Otainec 1141.1554.ni I estic•I in
lisikis die son .4 Kathy and (Kind,. 1 ta
Scott link. ot Mundy
l•arty years age
Pros& 183104t, students .4 Linda
Member. al the Mrtas
%right gave a rev.ital 4N c+tbstle ('aikista) (ount) Country t.'Sub
Baptist Chinch Student. in.. luckd 1krby Day Durex commute..
1.41lic• ( P6111
were
Aoki Mrs (11,411c.
Mk hael lick her %oche.. Cason.
lionise. IN and Mn (leg Austin
lc-motel t asiot ( fientry
lk ad Mi. Sato lien. Di And
Ieii 'tool
Wyk.t luW Mn.Ds.Kid Knnin.Lk dad Mi.
(sentry. Joshua (daub. Michael
1144131141, MI And Mrs Doti
Mouth, Sullis 411 McCeillon. Keller. Mr and Mrs John Lyon.
1)y len Miller. Rachel Outland. Lk and Mrs Sal Metaraiio and
Kethleen PjitChall. iltJan Patin'', Mt and Mrs A WSii,uissis. It
k
Neethelord. Katelyn
Fred Reaves. senior JI Murray
Robinson. Sic Key hat Wilson end State University. exhibited his artShaw soda Webb
work in the (lam M Eagle
Laurie F•ltiiinster was chosen es (ialkry Reaves is the son ot Mr
the Murray High School ouistand
and Mrs Arco 1) keases.
tug leachet at the Ku*anis Club of
Evansvilleind . and the grandson
of Mr ad Mrs Audrey Rea% es tot
Murray Academic Minors ban
quo Vauda Eiluat was chosen as Calkmay County
the Calloway County High School
State vs Inners in the Kelink.
Baptist' State Sword Drill and
initstanding teacher
Memory Work Session JI
'lately ,an ago
Rhonda Stone %A t in A 22-inch Beechtestint Baptist Church.
mower loom Briggs & Stratton at Louis% tile. were Kent Harrison.
the Lawn ilk Garden Show
Sherry Harrison. Henna Collins.
fhe Munay Has.. Club held its and Mekah Paschall
lust points tournament out of
Fifty years ago
'y press Springs Winners were
A musical dreme based on the
Mike Watson, third place. Heath invention of radio by Murray's
Ryan. second place. and John Nathan B. Stubblefield was writ1)a.id Morgan. first place
ten by Paul Shahan and Mrs
Jim Chamberlain and wile. Ro. Lillian Lowry and was slated for
and
daughter. Janine, of production May 23-25.
Shorewood. Wis.. were the recent
Pork roast was advertised at 29
guests ot Mr. Chamberlain's par- cents per pound.
ents. Mr and Mrs James
Sixty years ago
t'hamberlain. of Murray.
The J.N. Williams Chapter of
Janne Futrell. a member of the the United Daughters of the
Murray -('allow ay
County Confederacy promoted a drive for
Optimist Club. presented a check funds to erect a memorial to
for Project .Graduation to Karen Nathan B. Stubblefield at the
Helm. teacher at Calloway front of Bowman Cemetery where
C'ounty High School.
he is buried.
New officers of the Hazel High
Thirty years ago
Gina Lynn Brown and Evy School PTA included Mrs. Li.
Michael Jarrett of Calloway Hill. Mrs. Wylie Parker. Mrs.
County High SChool and Charles Billie Joe Strader and Mrs. Russ
Howard Cella and Matthew Tracy Taylor.
Harrington of Murray High

Corneal transplants have
high degree of success
MAI MIS%: Iasi sea/ I
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DEAR
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MASSED
Dear Abby Pt FA: When
Tic laugh
a person
Bv Abeam'
11.) has a disVan Buren
ability. it Is
usually out ot It1101:like Because
this happened 11

)1 of :MO

er place where there is adult super
%oath. you and sour parents should
talk to the principal Alt person in
authority so that person can speak
privately with the guilty parties
and explain uhy your hearing aids
and the microphone are necessaryT
i
. Your parents should ilaM)
have a meeting with the principal uI your high school before
you go so the problem can be
avoided
When I was in grammar school.
a classmate ot mine had severe
hearing loss. Because the students
understood what her problem was.
she was never ridicukd.
PS. Making fun of a child
who has a disability is a form of
bullying. and should be treated
as such.
DEAR ABBY: I'm 25 and have
been with my husband for nine
years. married for four. I cheated on hint 1w ice. He caught me
both times.
Even though I strayed. he decided to stay. But now he treats me

like I in • Auld and a primmer
lie inusk aa dr. my phone. Mt
Intrinal And I .at gm anywhere
114: 141
this is my puoubimmal
Iii *Kau I did IN. I (calls ckserse
that' I km.* we ti Nati wrong.
hut is he niggle wrung •
lilt()

IKE% ViIII
DEAR 1111111110E/1i
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Min

I 511 SOU art equally w1.141%
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plans Vi hat 4181 I kre.1 during
this procedure '
IWAK KEADEK: 11w
is the clew round 'window' ihai
allow light to (met the tioio
of the eve II the oust-, he,,,one,
sescrclv diseased 414 li.41114Cli it
,.1
..Aube a signitic•th

'wart

you two shusuld Sr in 111•1144$c
counseling It they were Wag Asti
then yin, must dec ide it you waist
lii loc the iciti ,if ...NH Pitt being
Heated as a child and • prison

MAR ABBY: My sister and
brother-in-law passed away two
years ago. I am the only living
relative of their 211-year-old son.
'Louis.- He is a loner, spoiled
and a poor houseguest I invite
Louis over only because I don't
want him to .he alone at holiday
times. My husband,teenage daughter and I have nothing in common with him, and frankly. he
spoils our holidays.
How can I stop inviting my
nephew without feeling guilty? Or
is there another solution? I hate
to make waves. -- HOLIDAY
HATER IN CANADA
DEAR HOLIDAY HATER: If
you invite your nephew for
FEWER holidays you will be able
to ease your conscience, enjoy
more holidays and allow the young
man a chance to become more
proactive in planning entertainment
for himself.
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Kornaroff
coulees conic
Irons a local eye hank
Rehire surgery. your diitior
may prescribe antibiotic eye
drops You may need to Adjust
or discontinue certain tried('
lions that could increase your
risk of surgical coniplhatiolis In
the meantime, the eye hank will
confirm that the donor cornea is
free of infection. transparent and
structurally sound
The eye surgeon will measure your eye to determine the
size of the cornea that is needed. Before the surgery is started, the surgeon will cut the donor
cornea to the right size.
Cornual transplants are usually done as an outpatient procedure. You will get a sedative
and local anesthesia. You'll be
awake but drowsy: you'll feel
tugging on your eye but will
feel no pain. The surgical ream
will use special techniques to
keep your eyes open so you don't
have to worry about blinking.
The surgeon will cut out a

lilt Ill iliac

.1

51'

111.1%
ei4i month,
4110SSed to lell1.1111 Ill lilt'
permanently Alter the transplant.
your %swum should trupone grad
period of months
utilly over
Corneal transplant surgery was
first performed more than IOU
years ago Over the years. the
results hese become much better Superior surgical equipment
now is available, and the risks
of itheution are much lower
because of antibiotics The risk
that the transplanted cornea will
he rejected has been greatly
reduced by medicines that suppress the immune system in the
eye
Even 60 years ago. people
with damaged corneas could not
always be saved from blindness
Today, the odds are very good
that their vision can be restored
"(Dr. Komaroff is a physician and professor at Harvard
Medical School. To send questions, go to AskDoctorK.com.
or write: Ask Doctor K, 10
Shattuck St., Second Floor,
Boston, MA 02115.)

Hints From Noloiso

By the Associated Press
Today is Thursday. May 2, the
122nd day of 2013. There are
243 days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On May 2. 1963, the Children's Crusade began in Birmingham. Ala.. as more than 1,000
black schoolchildren skipped classes and marched downtown to
protest racial segregation; hundreds were arrested.(During another march the following day, authorities unleashed police dogs and
fire hoses on the young protesters.)

On this date:
In 1863. during the Civil War.
Thomas
Confederate
Gen.
"Stonewall" Jackson was accidentally wounded by his own men
at Chancellorsville, Va.; he died
eight days later.
In 1890, the Oklahoma Territory was organized.
In 1945. the Soviet Union
announced the fall of Berlin, and
the Allies announced the surrender of Nazi troops in Italy and
part% of Austria.
In 1952, the era of commercial jet passenger service began

as a BOAC de Havilland Comet
carrying 36 passengers took off
on a multi-stop flight from London to Johannesburg. South Africa.
In 1957. Sen. Joseph R.
McCarthy, R-Wis.. died at Bethesda Naval Hospital in Maryland.
In 1972, a fire at the Sunshine
silver mine in Kellogg. Idaho.
claimed the lives of 91 workers
who succumbed to carbon monoxide poisoning. Longtime FBI Director J. Edgar Hoover died in Washington at age 77.
In 1982, the Weather Channel
made its debut.
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IN FACT, HE WAS REALLY )
IMPRESSED THAT NIS DESK.
WOULO BE ONLY SIXTEEN
STEPS FROM THE...00*
BREAK ROOM

HOW DID YOUR INTERVIEW
GO WITH Tl-lAT LAST
APPLICANT

aums-r-EAO

DISINFECT
OR
SANMZE?
Dear
Readers:
What is the
difference
between
a
D1SINFECby
TANT AND A
Heloise SANITIZER?
There are a lot
of pi-or:pets out today that advertise these properties.
Here's the germy difference:
A disinfectant DESTROYS OR
KILLS . germs on surfaces or
objects.
A sanitizer REDUCES the number of germs on a surface or
object to a safe level (according
to public health standards), but
does not necessarily eliminate
germs completely.
Looking for a simple. safe,
cheap sanitizing spray that you
can make at home? Mix I tablespoon ofregular household bleach
with I quart of water. This- mixture loses effectiveness rather
quickly when exposed to light or
heat, so make only enough to
use in a day or two. Want more
money-saving cleaning solutions?
Order a copy of my Heloise's
Homemade Cleaning Solutions
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Your husband duchn't trust you
because you haven't been trust
worthy But taking assay your
phone and burrito And keeputs you
under luck and key will not help
you to rebuild it
You two need more help than
anyone can give you in a letter.
and I hope you will seek it II
he won't go lor counseling, you
should go without him because I
don't think the status quo can last
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Today In History
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pamphlet by sending 45 and a
I found a packet of two conlong, self-addressed. stamped (66 tainers that were just the right
cents)envelope to: Heloise/Clean- size. One was red and one yeling Solutions. P.O. Box 795001. low. They are standard-size musSan Antonio. 7X 78279-5001. Oh, tard and ketchup containers! I
be sure to put this solution in a just snipped the tops a little so
CLEARLY labeled, opaque bot- the liquid would 'flour easily. Also,
tle. and keep out of reach of I used a permanent marker to
children and pets. This is safe mark them. -- Carol M. in Pennfor most hard household surfaces, sylvania
like kitchen and bath counters. - JUST A CAPFUL
Dear Heloise: When remov- Heloise
ing nail polish. I use a cotton
SAYE MONEY
Dear Heloise: Here is a handy swab to remove the polish from
(and frugal) hint for your read- around my cuticles. To prevent
ers who hate throwing away used losing the cotton swab in the
sandwich bags. After lunch, I bottle, I pour al
'little remover in
bring the bag home. Then, if it the cap and then dip the cotton
is still in good repair. I wash swab in it. -- K.W. in Oregon
with a little warm water and dish STORING PUZZLES
Dear Heloise: After finishing
soap and put it in the drying
rack. The next day. I use the bag a large jigsaw puzzle, before
again. I save money and feel like breaking it up to put in the box.
'I'm helping the environment at I take off the straight-edge pieces
the same time. -- Eric M., via and put them in a plastic bag. It
is so nice, when deciding to put
email
SAFE HANDLING
the puzzle together again, not to
Dear Heloise: I purchase extra- have to wade through 1.000 or
large containers of shampoo and 500 pieces to find the straight
conditioner from the hair salon. edges and get started on the picThey are quality products and ture! -- Marion W. in Florida
too good a bargain to pass up.
(c)2013 by King Features SynBut I couldn't lift them in the
shower, much less pour out the dicate Inc.
amount needed, especially when
my hands are wet and soapy.
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Crosswords

IL/PS-ri NO
HELtIf. I WAS
A BRIDESMAID IN
MY GIRLFRIEND'S
WEDDING..

DOES NAT MEAN
I SHOULD MAKE S
HER A BRIDESMAID
IN MINE?

YOU MEAN FOR
MAKING ME BUY
AN EXPENSIVE
SUGARPLUM FAIRY
DRESS ILL
NEVER WEAR
AGAIN?

GI A Ft IF I E_ L_ ID(
( JON'S TRyiNe HIS )
r HAND AT GAFtPENiNG

LADYLASI

ACROSS
1
6
11
12
13
14
15
17
19
20
23
25
26
28
29
30
31
32
33
35
38
41
42
43
44

Stashes
Appalling
Decorate
Make fun of
Lively dance
Conductor's need
Trailer attachment
Keg need
Take notes
Block
Lined up
Useless
"Unlikely!"
Falco of "Nurse Jackie"
Shoot forth repeatedly
Short time
Giant Mel
Filming site
Irregular spot
Swift
Belt holders
Less than right
Atlanta school
Taxi part
Betray

Tom
33
34
35
36
37
39
40

Fisherman's hope
Deep sleep
Flock father
Tennis feat
Place
Course employee
Thesaurus wd.

PEANCITS

40s

DaiI

The Neil

STAKE
PANS
BELOW
LALAW
ATONE
INANE
FLEECE
DAME
PAL
SET
EGO
REDWINGS
REAP
OKAY
REDWI NES
TAP
CUP
DON
ANALOG
HERE
STRAW
DONNA
TIEIN
INNER
SEED
PEARS

1

2

3

4

5

6

Bowler, e.g.
13
Writer Tarbell
"Keep calm!"
Therefore
17 i8
Flattering deceit
Ready to hit
23
Dress in
Diet no-no
26
GI-entertaining org.
Writer Deighton
28
Greeted deferentially
30
Ocean's motions
Battery part
Plea made with one's hands up
Nimble
35 36
Sacred song
Numbered rd.
41
Postal oath word
Snitch
'43
Senior

7

8

9

Friday:
and thr
occasion
High near
wind 7 to
as high a:

CaN
Home(
10

12

11

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
16
17
18
20
21
22
24
25
27
31

60

14
15

16
7
19

20

1

22

39

40

24
II_
27
---1*.

29
31
33
7

38
42

44
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